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Scientists At Work On New
Discoveries About The Moon

FFA Officers
Attend Meet

nearby Ellington Air Force
By EDWARD K. DELONG
Base early Sunday had Aldrin
UPI Space Center
SPACE CENTER, Houston misty-eyed and his fellow astroThe rain situation was revers(UPI) — A week after two Apol- nauts grateful and touched.
Two outboard motors have
"In coming out ana welcomlo 11 astronauts lifted off its
ed yesterday Murray got just been reported stolen in Gallosurface, scientists today work- ing us you really honor youra few drops of rain while gul- way County, according to Sheed on a pair of important new selves," Armstrong told t h e
ly washing, frog strangling rains riff Fannie Stubblefield.
Those
attending
Pren
were
finds about the nature of the crowd through the trailer's pubhit Dexter and Almo and Hazel
Max Boyd of Lynn Grove nodent, Dwaine Rogers; vice-pr.lic-address system, looking out
moon.
and Crossland. We usually have tified the sheriff on Sunday
dent, Rehne Owen, secretary,
While astroantus Neil A. through the thick glass at his
been getting most of the rain morning that his 15 h.p. MerRichard Stone; treasurer, GrunArmstrong, Edwin E. "Buzz" wife, children, and thousands
while outlying areas were hurt. cury motor was taken from his
Falwell, reporter, Ronnie
dy
Aldrin and Michael Collins re- of the peopel who built and
mg.
boat parked in his driveway.
Geurin; sentinel, Danny Chaplazed in the commodious quar- helped guide his spacecraft.
Miss Theresa Rosie
Nothing else was reported takman, and advisor, Eugene Chaantine quarters of the Lunar
"It was most of you out there
en from the boat.
ney.
over the past decade, by
Receiving
who,
Laboratory
in
LRL
Notice in the Nashville Ten.
Lowell Outland reported that
painstaking
Houston, taperecording every- meticulous
and
The week's activities were
nessean a short writeup on Bil- the 1960 - 18 h.p. Johnson mothing they could recall from work, put together five Apollo
composed of officers classes, to
ly Ed Wheeler and his forth- tor was stolen from the boat
their flight, scientists said:
flights in a row, each contiiteach each officer how to percoming play Hatfields & Mc- of his son, Dr. J. D. Outland,
—At least one of the dusty buting to the success that we
form his many duties, special
Coys. Billy Ed is a talented fel, parked at Kentucky Lake.
black rocks Armstrong and Al- enjoyed this past week," he
interest classes such as formlow and he became quite well
Another theft reported to the
drin brought back from their said.
try, boating, driver safety, tracitnown in Murray when he office of Sheriff Stubblefield
Aldrin said the historic moon
two-hour walk on the lunar surtor driving, hunting safety ad
played the part of old man riv- was that of meat stolen from a
Miss Theresa Resig, daughter beginner swimming.
face was igneous — formed by landing mission meant that
er down at the Kenlake.
home freezer in a garage. Car- of Mr. and Mrs. John Resig
of
not liquid or putty-like mater- -Americans can stand taller
The Calloway County chapter
rol M. Rogers of Murray Route
ial which later cooled.
than they ever have, and all of
Here Is the trademark for his One near Browns Grove said 503 Whitnell, Murray, was one received second place in comof the ten semi-finalists in the petition for having the best kept
—Several
sizable
tremors you who put in so much work
production Hatfields & McCoys that fifty pounds of bacon and
Miss Kentucky contest held cottage of the 24 chapters athave ;been recorded on t h e so that all of us could pull this
that we picked up from Elmer two hundred pounds of beef
Saturday night at Louisville.
tending the meeting.
moon's surface since the astro- one off can be very proud."
Hinton's column.
had been taken from his freeThe winner was Miss Louisa
Other awards won by memnauts set out a little moonrhe crowd of 6,500 who came
zer sometime last month.
Ann Flook, a history-sociology bers of the chapter were
quake meter during their walk, out in the middle of the night
the
During the past week the major at Eastern Kentucky Uniincluding 14 in the last two was the largest ever to greet
sheriff's office has arrested one versity, Richmond. She will forestry award, won by Reline
Owen,
Grundy
days
Falwell,
which are believed to have returning astronauts at Elting
and
,person for contributing to the represent the state in the
Miss
been moonslides, and one be- ton.
delinquency of a minor, one for America Pageant in Atlantic Danny Chapman; leadership
award won by Dwaine Rogers;
lieved to have been a five midisorderly conduct, one for City, N. J. in September.
Hunter Safety award won by
nute moonquake, proving the
CORN
breaking and entering of a
STALKER
— J. D. Grogan examines stalks of
First runner-up was Gayle Rehne Owen; boting award
moon is not dead.
cabin on Highway 121, one for Ann Lyon, 21, representing
corn that are growing out of the sewer at 15th and Main.
won by Ronnie Geurin and the
Tape Recollections
petty larceny, four for cold Morehead State University; secThe cote first sprouted up In early spring. Mr. Grogan IS attractor driving award won by
Armstrong, Aldrin and Collchecking, and five for public ond runntr-up was Teouline
leaden, at the service station at 15th and Mein.
Ti- Richard Stone.
ins spent more than six hours
drunkenness, according to She- na Showalter, 20, representing
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)
Sunday taping their recollecriff Stubblefield.
Louisville, third-runner-11P went
tions of their journey, coverto Linda Crouch, 19, representing the flight equipment and
ing the University of Louisville,
The first annual meeting of
the trip from the earth to the
and fourth runner-up honors
moon in two sessions. They re- the newly organized recreation
went to Stan Marie Chaffin,
It has been said that women
sumed today with the actual and tourism development group,
21,
representing Western Kennot only drive as well as men,
landing, mounwalk and their re- Kentucky's Western Waterland,
The final 18 holes of medal
tucky.
but they can do it on either
turn to earth still to be cover- Inc., Will be held Tuesday, July
Miss Resig for her talent com- play for the ladies of the Cal213, at seven p. m. at Bob's
side of the road. We are just
Four persons were treated in ed.
three
located
quoting, we didn't think that Joe Cresson, Courier-Journal petition presented an acrobatic loway County Country Club is
the emergency room of the
They were visited Sunday by Smorgasbord
columnist, came back July 24, dance number and she was well scheduled for Wednesday, July
up.
Murray-Calloway County Hos- their families who talked to miles south of Kentucky Dam
to his old "home" area of West received by the audience pres- 30 beginning at 9:00 a.m. Ladpital on Friday and Sunday, ac- them through a window. After on U. S. Highway 641.
les not participating in medal
About 300 persona interested
Franklin P. Jones said that any- Kentucky to talk about t h e ent at the theater.
cording to hospital officials. a dinner break and a final deThe Murray girl was chosen play will tee off after 10:00
The Murray Pony League Allbody who is well adjusted these folklore of the people in his
On Friday at five p.m. Tonya briefing session, Armstrong and in the Kentucky Lake-Lake
Miss University of Kentucky in or start on the number 7 tee. Stars split in two games
at the Lindsey and Marion Flood, both Collins played a game of ping Bartley tourism development
days probably isn't paying at- beloved state.
The tournament lineup and d.striet tournament in Evans- of Dexter were treated
Speaking to an overflow aud- the contest held February 28
tention.
in what pong and Aldrin watched a are expected to attend. Governor Louie B. Nunn will be
ience of the. Jackson Purchase -in the UK Aaricultural Scien- starting times are as follows: ielle over the weekend.
was reported to be a car lc- movie before retiring.
ces
auditorium, Lexingtoti.
closaapieeadais, flight — 9:00, The AD-Stars low to the Jas- esatet. Tonya, age seven, had
tine patine
-401 glitMaubli"if nobody smiled and nobody Historical Society at the ColDr.
William
CarpentIer,
the
Miss Resig will be a junior a.m. — Venela Sexton, Frances per, Indiana All-Stars 4 to 3 in a hematoma
The program of the organibelow the right physician
cheered and nobody helped onial House Smorgasbord, here, 4at
who
accompanied
the University of Kentucky Hulse Carol Hibbard and Bet- their first game Saturday night eye, and Marion
Mr Creason related stories arid
had abrasions them to Houston after their zation is aimed at providing
us along.
where she is majoring in social ty Lowry. 9:08 — Betty Jo Pur- and came back on Sunday
and
development
anecdotes
he
has
gathered
in
to and contusions. They were both Pacific Ocean splashdown, said facilities
It every man looked after himwork in the School of Arts and dom, Fvelyn Jones, Nell Roach defeat the East Evansville
All- treated, x-rayed, .and released. all three men were in excellent which will bring more tourists
self and good things went to traveling more than 500,000
Stars 7 to 4.
miles in Kentucky since World Sciences. She is a graduate of and Madelyn Lamb.
Friday at 8:30 p.m. Mark condition and had received no to the Kentucky Lake-Lake
the strong.
Murray High School and the
First Flight — 9:16 — Jer- The team plays a crucial Locke of Benton Route
If nobody cared just a little War II
One, medication of any type since Barkley area and "gateway
points" which is already attractDr. L. J. Hortin, Director of grandaughter of H. J. Fenton lene Sullivan, Glenda Hughes game tonight at five p.m. which age nine, was treated for mul- returning to earth.
for you
and Margaret Sheffett. 924 — they must win to stay in the tiple lacerations and
Journalism at Murray State of Murray.
If nobody thought about me
released. Carpentier also disclosed that ing some five million visitors
Norma Frank, Inus Orr, Sadie tournament.
Reports are that his mini-bike the three astronauts, space en- annually.
krrd we all stood alone in the University, began his one-year
West and Dorothy Holland.
Counties to be served by the
-erm
as
president
of
Historhit a barbed wire fence.
the
gineer John Hirasaki and himbattle of life
Second flight — 9:32 —
Sunday at 6:55 p.m. Bever- self had all come into direct organization are Calloway, MarWhat a dreary old world this ical Society, succeeding Dr
Agnes Payne and Sue Brown.
Harvey Elder, a member of the
ly Stone of Dexter, age seven, contact with powdery-like lunar shall, Caldwell, Ityon, Trigg,
would be." — Unknown
9:40 — Frances Miller, Edna
Mathematics Department at
was treated for contusions, was surface material with no ill ef- Christian, Livingston, and Mc
CLIFTON, Tenn. RIP1 — A Knight and Anna Mary Adams.
Cracken.
x-rayed,
and released. Reports fects.
Harry Sledd put out nine to- Murray State. Miss Margaret fire, which may
United Prose International
be fed by stores
Third Flight — 9:48 —,
Members of the steering comare she was injured in a car
Technicians worked around
mato plants this year, three or Heath, Benton, was re-elected of centry-old charcoal,
has burn- Nancy Fandrich, Euldene Robthe clock on the lunar rocks mittee include John Perryman
accident.
four peppers and some Okra. secretary-treasurer. Mrs. John ed under the Perry
Davis farm inson, and Jane Fitch. 9:56 —
Partly cloudy, cooler and less
Kirksey, Paducah, was elected
and soil, which were flown o/ the Hitching Post, Aurora,
for more than three weeks.
Lanette Thurman, Elizabeth humid today. High 80 to 86
to
the Space Center from the Co. Thomas E. Brown of the
Sometimes a handful of pat- to become president July 1,
At least two persons have Slusmeyer and Bonnie Jones Fair and mild tonight, low 60
recovery
ience is worth more than a 1970
carrier Hornet last Lynnhurst Resort, and Max
been injured by the flames or
All
Hurt of Murray.
other
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Sunny
and
Tuesto
66.
Lon
Carter
Barton,
Mayfield
week.
bucketful of brains.
trees which toppled after their to play regular ladies day golf day, high
Membership is open to any
in the 80s.
businessman, made his report
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"Some folks think the men pairings and tee off times.
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er,
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150
year his- frota there,"
gical laboratory where _germ, according to a member of the
the Nuns- time."
Davis said in ref- served at noon._
LOUISVILLE, Ky (UPI) — services of the Tennessee •
tory of the Jackson Purchase.'
Mice Mid oiler living or- -committee.
erence to his blackened farm.
The five-day Kentucky weather trict of the Pentecostal Church ganisms will be exposed t o
Mr Creason. in his address,
"Some people have even wonoutlook, Tuesday through Thurs- of God will begin tonight (Mon- them to check for possible lepaid tribute to the society and dered if the world was coming
day) at the location five miles thal or harmful moon germs.
day.
to
an end."
its efforts in collecting the matTemperatures will average 2 southeast of Paris, Tenn., on
The rocks were unidentifiable
W. J. Baker, 40, of Clifton,
erials and sponsoring the pubto 4 degrees below the normal the Old McKenzie and Paris under a heavy layer of black,
lication of the sesquicentennial reportedly was burned on the
Three persons were injured
highway at the Tennessee Dis- sooty lunar dust at the
86-90 highs and 63-72 lows.
dramaedition of the newspaper. He
Rainfall will total about one trict Camp Ground of the Pen- tic moment when the top of an in a one car accident on Thurs(Continued on Page Fly.)
expressed hope that the idea
B. E. McClellan, Ph. D., 32 half inch mostly in the latter tecostal Church of God.
day night. They were Minnie
aluminum box was removed in
of regional histories would
year old son of Mr. and Mrs. part of the week.
Services will be held night- a vacuum chamber Saturday Turner of 802 North 19th
spread throughout the state.
Street, age 17, Danny Paschall,
G. W. McClellan is working at
ly through Saturday. August 2, and eager scientists looked
for age 16, and
the National Bureau of StandCharles Paschall,
at 7:30 p.m.
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time
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extraterrestHulon Wyatt of 307 North
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A
car collision occurred
better study Sunday, some Paschall
His specific
All new women students livMemphis. Tenn.
car at the time of the
(Continued on Page Five) ing in the city of Murray or duites include Analytical Chem Sunday at 4:06 p.m. on the this area. Rev. Stalls is pre- of the dust fell off
and a cry- collision It is reported
the car
Mr. Wyatt wad 80 years
parking lot of Jerry's Restaur- sently the general secretary. stalline structure was revealed
who will be commuting to class- ical Research.
hit a tree.
age. He had been transferred
The National Bureau of Stan- ant on South 12th Street, ac- treasurer for the Pentecostal beneath.
es at Murray State University
Turner was admitted to the
from
the
Murray-Calloway
this fall must register and pay dards, located 20 Ales from lording to the investigating re- Church of God of America, Inc,
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-Calloway County Hoswith
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igneous
a
County Hospital to Memphis on
in Joplin, "It is
certain required fees if they the heart of Washington, D. C, port by the officers of the Mur
rock," said Dr. Elbert A. King pital for observation. Danny
Thursday.
wish to participate in pre-school La a part of the U. S. Depart- ray Police Department. No in- Mo.
Special music and singing curator of the LRL. Although Paschall had an abrasion to
sorority rush activities, Miss ment of Commerce. The basic juries were reported.
The deceased was employed
The 21st annual All-Campus Lillian Tate, dean
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be held each night along moon rock had been suspecte the right knee and Charles
goal
of
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Cars involved were a 196'7
of women
by the Parker's Food Market Watermelon Feast will be held
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with
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'vide technical assistance to in- Chevrolet four door sedan ownto be igneous, it was the fi
for many years. He was employ- at Murray State University at the university, has announcthe left arm and abrasion to
The public is cordially invit- time it had been confirmed
dustry, government, and edu- ed by Elmer C. Miller and dried.
ed at the Murray-Calloway Tuesday, July 29, from 2:30 unthe back. Both Paschall boys
On the heels of the stunn
These new students are ask- cational institutions through ven by David Lynn Miller of ed to attend these services, acCounty Hospital for a short til 4:30 p. m. All faculty and
were
treated and released from
cording
to
Rev. John DeWater, ing success of the moon land
the development, maintenance, Mayfield Route One, and a 1955
time before ill health forced staff members, students and ed to contact or come to Miss
and dissemination of standards Chrysler four door sedan own- pastor of the Chestnut Street ing, the United States was aim- the emergency room of the hosTate's
office
in
the
Administrahim to retire. He was a mem- prospective students are invited
and techniques of physical ed by Roberta Finley and dri- Tabernacle Pentecostal Church ing for another spectacular in pital.
ber of the Grace Baptist Church. along with their families, ac- tion Building not later than
space this week.
ven by John Finley of Murray of God at Murray.
August 15, not only to register measurement.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. cording to J. Matt Sparkman, and pay the fees but also to
Two little unmanned Mariner
Route
Five.
McClellan, a graduate of UniLavoie Williams Wyatt of 307 vice-president for student af- pick up their packets
spaceships will skim within 2.Police said Miller was going
rush versity of Arizona, majored in
of
North 7th Street, Murray; two fairs at the University.
000 miles of the planet Mars—
east and Finley was going north
week information, Miss Tate Chemistry. This fall he
sons, Hoyt Wyatt, Shady Lane
There will be no charge for said.
one on Thursday and the other
when
the
cars
collided
on
the
to return to teach at Murray
Drive, Murray, ahd Roy Wyatt watermelon and the feast will
next Tuesday. They will flash
parking lot.
and Mrs Alfred Wolfson
State
University.
of Murray Route Five; one be held in the trees just west
back television pictures and anDamage to the Miller car was
will be the leaders at the Great
grandson, Barry Gene Wyatt.
of "Oakhurst," the University
swers about whether the Red
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Books Discussion Group to
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I ial Hospital, Memphis, Tenn.
the flights of Mariner 6 and
the Oaks Country Club on Tues- the Murray Police Department
Sells of St. Louis, Mo.; five
Freud's book, "A General Inday, July 29, from three to six on Saturday and Sunday. They
The Murray woman who is Mariner 7 could provide a giant troduction To Psychoanalysis",
brothers, Thelbert Wyatt of -Deimpetus
the
for
campaign to will
p.m. for tenth, eleventh, and were one for driving while inhome economics teacher at
troit, Mich., Aubrey and Le- •
be the book discussed.
The annual Hendon Cemetery twelfth grade members.
Reidland High School entered follow up the U.S. conquest of
toxicated and no, operator's lie
land Wyatt of North 5th Street,
The public is cordially invitthe
moon
with
a
U.S.
conquest
cleaning
will
be
Each member may invite one ense, one for driving while .n
held Saturday,
Jetties D. Steely, R.R. 4, Mur- the hospital on Monday, July
Murray, Doyle Wyatt of Paris,
ed to attend.
4.
guest, and each is to bring a toxicated and possession of el ray, receiving the- master of lib- 21. She is in Room 1042 East for of Mars.
Tenn., and Lloyd Wyatt of Ca- August 2.
The
spacemen had another
An attempt is being made to aack lunch.
cohol, one for possession of-al rary science, was among stu- those who would like to send
diz
two weeks to spend in isolation
secure funds to maintain this
Mrs. Charles Johnson is cohol, one for going wrong way dents awarded degrees by In- her cards or letters.
Funeral errangezaents are in- :Stewart County. Tenn.,„sIsie _chairman .
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:
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the rtnnibittee are Mrs:-.'Gene public drunkenness, and two Commencement
Greg, Connie: and Kevin, and borate -precautiodis to •Insure
at OSP Blalock-Coleman FunA free gas range is available
Donations may be pent to Cole, Mrs Bill Boyd, Mrs. Ben juveniles for attempting petty
-A totek of 6,600 degree can- her mother, Mrs. Shannon El- they would not infect the earth
eral Home after six p.m. todsy Iles. Roy lrvan, 717 Sycamore Humphreys,
if they brought back any germs at 320 South Sixth Street. The
Mrs. Earl Steele, larceny, according to the p,. didates were eligible to parti- lis, visted her at the hospital
(Monday). ,
from the moon.
range is an older range, but a
Street, Murray.
and Mrs Bobby Joe Wade
on Sunday
cipate in Conimencement
lice citation.
The reception they got at a Tappan and is serviceable.
The officers of the Callow*
County Chapter of the Future
Farmers of America attended
the Kentucky FFA Leadership
Training Center at Hardinsburg,
July 21 through Z.
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At Local Hospital
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Pony League
All-Stars To
Play Tonight

WEATHER REPORT'

Camp Meeting Will
Start Tonight At
Church Of God

Three Injured In
Accident Last Week

B. E. McClellan
Teacher National
Bureau, Standards

Hulon Wyatt
Dies Sunday

Murray Girls Must
Register Early For
Rush Week At MSU

Two Car Accident
Occurs Saturday

Watermelon Feast
To Be Held, MSU

Mts. Ted Lawson
Hospital Patient
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Tuesday At Oaks
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Cleaning Planned
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James D. Steely
Receives Degree

Great Books Group
To Meet Tonight
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'Mr. Peanut'
COLLEGE STATION, Tex.
(UPI) - B.C.. Langley,-Mr.
Peanut," has retired after 40
years with the Texas Africultura! Departrnent Experiment
Station.
Langley developed the Star
Spanish peanut, which now is
grown on 80 per cent of the
peanut farms in Texas.
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AT HOMECOMING

BA

The Melody Notes from Murray will be among the singers
to appear at the homecoming
Sunday at the Fairview Baptist
Church in Henry County, Tenn
'
A

TRUCK FIRE
The Murray Fire Department
was called to a truck fire on
Industrial Road Friday at 6:45
a.m. Firemen said the hydrau-

lic system was on fire, but was
Some of the fall jewelry.out on arrival of the firemen
'becomes more than a collar. .it
becomes most of the bodice of a
dress. The Jewelry Industry
Council lists one - a necklace of
silver links outlining and
wzopping the bust, with

Entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission as
Second Class Matter

** MURRAY

SUBSCIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 356, Per
Month $1.52. In Callsiway and adjoining counties, per year, $5.50;
Zones 1 & 2, $13.00; Elsewhere $18.00. All service subscriptions 68.00.

jewel-encrusted
medallions
hanging from slender silver ropes
to below the waist, silver discs

"The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community Is the
Integrity of its Newspaper"

Tonite thru Wed.

coiled stiffly about the neck.

MONDAY - JULY 28, 1969

Quotes From The News

MONDAY - JULY 28 .1969

100 RIFLES
AIRLINER PASSENGERS SEE APOLLO 11 STREAKING HOME
Thisphoto was made from a single frame of 16mm motion

picture film taken through a window of a Quantas airliner,
showing fiery re-entry of Apollo 11 into Earth's atmosphere.

RAQUEL
7174
BROWN WELCH
BURT REYNOLDS

Kentucky is the nation's third
producer of Amencan
cheese.

largest

Dominoes? Still a Highly Popular Game!
By NORMAN SKLAREW1TZ

Arritten Especially for Central
Press and This Newspaper
ALAWHAT DOES AN
JAKARTA - President Nixon, discussing the lunar rocks brought
BAMA farmer and Texas ranchback by Apollo 11 with Indonesian President Suharto:
er have in common with a San
"When we get finished inspecting them, I'm going to send you.i Francisco society matron?
a piece from the moon as a souvenir."
If nothing else, it's dominoes.
The game that is a traditional
WASHINGTON - Dr. Perry Livingston, a social science analyst pastinm through the South
with the Department of Health Education and Welfare in a report and Southwest, is also the darling of west coast society. In
on welfare and Medicaid:
"The pattern of psychiatric disorders is strikingly different fact; the black white-dotted
when welfare children are compared with non-welfare children. The domino tile is something of a
Francisco's
proportion of children with possible psychotic disorders is three hallmark of San
"In" crowd.
times as high in welfare groups as in the non-welfare group."
Each noon, brokers, bankers
and businessmesa stride purposePASADENA, Calif. - A spokesman for the California Institute Of fully toward such-.popular gathTechnologl commenting on the expected pictur es from Mars taken by ering places as the Transportatwo Mariner spaceships:
tion Club and the Bohemian
"If it hadn't been for Apollo 11, Mariner would be the No. 1 scien- Club,. not for the food nor necessarily for the conversation.
tific event of 1969."
It's the daily round of domino
games that draws these gentle'men.
However, the game as played
by the Golden Gate is anything
but "for men only." Dominoes
are called a -social game," by
Mrs. William Brady of the Telegraph Hill Neighborhood Association Auxiliary, a group that
raises charity funds each year
Be ye therefore merciful, as your father also is merciful. - Luke through a big domino tournament.
6:36.
• • •
We must forgive, if we wish to be forgiven. To think like God
players take
all
domino
NOT
is never easy.
the game casually, either. Last
February, more than 400 persons jammed the Commercial
Club for an 18-hour marathon
domino tournamana Each twoman team paid a 8125 fee for
the privilege of competing. The
proceeds went to charity.
First prize was a trip to Tokyo for two. But that was hardly
the biggest prize of the season.
Some $20,000 in stakes were
paid out at the second annual
Sands Hotel tourney in Las Vegas last June.
Domino buffs can. in fact,
emulate golf professionals and
keep busy with their own Masters Invitation, International
Open and World Championship
competition.
Winning is worth incurring
snide remarks from non-playing
friends who chide that dominoes
is a "kid's game." Last year,
Harold Mosk, who owns a British auto agency, and Harry
Scott, a bay area security thin
executive, took home $10,200
from the first Sands Hotel com-

girls. That must be the answer."

BOWS OUT, BOWS IN Eugene J. McCarthy (left) has decided to vacate his U.S. Senate seat next year. Friends of
Hubert 11. Humphrey (right), former Democratic senator
from Minnesota, said he will run for the seat.

BY JACK CLOWES
have been at work on these
Kentucky Lake and Lake matters. One particularly fine
Barkley, joined by a canal near piece of work was developed by

their respective dams, form the
iggest man-made impoundent of water in the world.
For a person with a somewhat antic mind, these lakes

Sometimes the food can be just a "sideline" in San Francisco's
exclusive Transportation Club where the dominoes really dominate
aboard a luxury liner during a
six-week long cruise.
Domino
enthusiasts
don't,
however, have to wait for special gatherings to play. Special
domino rooms are a well-established feature of almost all town
clubs in the Golden Gate city.
These quarters are outfitted
with special felt-topped domino
tables, each equipped with small
side stand.s permitting players
to eat, their lunch and play at
the same time.
* • •

Capitol Hill. Now some lawmaker's fear the name will have
to be changed. They say Information Gap soon may be a
more appropriate title.
Say a congressman wants to
HR10-4 a bill to authorize a

--- • widely as he peers from the Mobile Qttarantine Facility en
route to Spacc•Center, Hon:min eTex

ally have been a great many.
confusing variations. Frustrated by a lack of generally-accepted rules, Dominic Armanio,
a retired Wells Fargo Bank vice

president, formalized ode game
called Five-Up which is the version now most widely played
ill- San Francisco.
His book on the game is now
in its fifth edition and has sold
18.000 copies; a pocket-sized
set of Five-Up rules has sold
25.000
copies.
Armanino
points out, however, that dominoes isn't a game but merely
THEY ARE not just playing the name of the playing deck.
for fun, either. At most private As with cards‘ a number of
chibs in San Francisco. players games, including Seven-Toed
wager anywhere from 50 cents Pete, Sniff, Decimal. Cutthroat
to $20 on a game and from 5
.Igorfote, can be played
petition.
cents to _$Z extra, per point. and,
with a.doMino set.
-a
This means up to $200 can be
Five-Up dominoes IS pittSted
GROWING interest in the won or lost on a friendly lunch- by matching the open ends of
game led San Francisco dominol tiibe round. And stakes, at the tiles in play, a 3 with a 3.
fans to found an International times, go considerably higher. for example. However, a tile
Domino Association two year' Old domino hands recall $400 with a double number is placed
ago. It now has 450 members,1 riding on one winning"hand" and crosswise and can be played on
some from Washington, D.C. there are reports of a 61,000 In any one of three directions.
and even a few from New York game some time back, --'Ore point is won for each mulCity. The group sponsors its
Despite the present popular- tiple of five reached by adding
own tournaments, including one ity of dominoes:there tradition- the open ends.

By FRANK ELEANER
WASHINGTON Qin - For
1909 years they have called it

study of polar bears and for
other purposes. He can:
Look it up in the daily House
congressional calendar.
Search the digest of public
general bills.
Study the Congressional Record.
Ask somebody.
Naturally, being a $42,500year executive and busy with
inquiries from the polar bear
lobby and other big voter blocs,
he as somebody.
Many Assistants
That is why each House
member is provided with 11 or
12 assistants senators get about
twice that many. And when one
of them gets the coogressman's
inquiry he has four optionsas above--and resolves .the
the Sane way.
-Afithst--111V does-la tier DIE'
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Dr. Felix Von Freitful. He calculated that you could give
everybody in the world a glass
of water out of these lakes and

SUZANNE PLESHETTE

then lockstep them onto a space
offer some interesting statistics. platform and so to the moon
For example, Lake Barkley has and back.
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By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

ANN ARBOR, Mich.-. Mrs. Marjorie Bememan, mother of the
latest coed killing victim in the Ann Arbor area, Karen Sue Beineman:
"God must have sent her there to find the killer of the other

Nat

ings of infomation stored in a
central computer.

a shoreline of about 1100 miles.
This means that a real skilled
cowboy might lay his rope around the high water mark;
then, standing on the dam, carefully coil it up, make a big
noose and with a real heave he
could lasso the broadcasting
tower of venerable Station K,OA
in Denver, Colorado.
Feeling pretty confident by
that time, he might want to do
the same thing on Kentucky
Dam. It would take a bit more
of a heave, of course, but he
would have enough rope to
ring the Colt Tower atop Telegraph Hill in San Francisco. Or
he could swing in another dlr.
ection and, barring ill winds,
he could circle the wind sock
at the international airport in
Gander, Newfoundland . . .and
still have plenty of rope left.
With all this heavy heaving
our man might now be warmed
up for the big toss . . . the one
that separates the men from the
boys. Coiling his rope in from
all around the shores of both
lakes, he would have to take
two or three extra twirls. But
he'd have enough rope to catch
the general's statue in the
square at Guyaquil, Equador
U he's on his toes, he could
snub the rope down to hold the
general fast, then whirl around
and wrap the other end around
the signal tower at the Naval

during an average congress.
Jennings has nothing against
reference works, clerks, committee staffers, or government
printers. But he thinks computers can perform a lot of the
work qnicker, easier, and probably cheaper.
So what he recently inatall
ed in the Rayburn Hous OffIce
Building was a Nipple data

shore line trying to pick up the
Lariat. Then the lockmasters
tend to be difficult. They don't
like all that rope coiling up
where it might fall in and foul a
steamboat's screw or maybe
mess up a turbine. And anyway,
it's hard to find a man good
enough to do the job these
days. Most modern cowpokes
just don't seem to have the
stuff. Very few will even try
anymore.
Getting back to the two giant
Western
Kentucky
lakes,
though, you might be interested in some highly scientific statistics regarding their capacity.
If you ran a pipeline from Kentucky Dam to the northeast, you
could drown the state of Massachusetts one foot deep in

al.daraieseaslardrio-

would have to level the land.
areas, for example, and that
would
involve
considerable
earth moving. The problem becomes
particularly
difficult
when you come to mountainous
areas and granite and stuff.
But, of course, Americans have
FREED BY SOVIETS-- Retina-RA
to Britain after four years,
of irogalsonmedt •in 6slet
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never been daunted by the magnitude of a problem. (Witness
the space program.) . And if
you've seen the modern, bulldozers and other earth movers
at sootier- ,eu can.'?Wily see
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It's quite difficult to prove
these things, however. There's
always some busybody along the

The answer appears at once
on the screen. -HR10-54, the
computer advises, is lying doggo in the House Committee on
ries who sometimes draw as Merchant
Marine. The TV
much as $18,000.
screen also offers up a capsule
One of these experts takes
analysis of what the bill would
the query and looks up the ando, in event it got passed.
Kentucky Lake water.
swer in a printed committee
And if you added a Lake
calendar compiled for that ptu
Barkleyful, you could similarly
pose.
innundate the land areas of
That, of course, is one of the
Rhode Island, Connecticut, Hareasons we have the governwaii, and the District of Colment printing office, which
umbia.
works around the clock and is
But there again these things
the world's busiest printer, at
are difficult to actually prove.
a cost to taxpayers of $39 milThey are based on a factor calllion this year.
ed the "foot-acre" and obviousA Softer Way
ly that means water one foot
So now comes House clerk
deep covering one acre. But in
W. Pat Jennings, who for his
actual practice, you see, some
$40,000 a year figures there
of the tecturkal problems seem
must be some better way for
.congressmen to keep track of
almost insurmountable. You

their business-including the
25,000 or so bills introduced
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turn off
the heat
Cash can keep you cooler

this summer. So figure out
what you need for air conditioning, attic fan, patio,
awnings, backyard
pool,
screen porch or a few days
in the country. Then talk
to the men who treat you
like No. 1, not an 8-figure
computer number.
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BASEBALL ROUNDUP
National League
By VITO STELLINO
UPI Sports Writer
Vada Pinson was supposed to
be pennant insurance for St. Louis so the Cardinals now hope to
cash in on their policy.
Replacing the retiring Roger
Marts, Pinson was slatedto combine with Lou Brock and Curt
Flood to form the best outfield
in the majors.
Well, it hasn't quite worked
out that way - but the Cards
still hope Pinson may help lead
a comeback bid. He drove in three
runs while extend* his hitting
streak to 18 games Sunday as
the Cards blasted San Francisco,
8-2.

elow in the longest game of the
maw league season. Seattle
used 24 players and Boston 21,
breaking by one the American
League record for total players
In one game.
Needed One Inning
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Baseball
tandings

Did You Hear
What He Said?
Well,He Said...

National LAMM
aIasi

W. L Pct. GB
Chicago
82 30 .614
New York 55 41 .573 4%
St. Louis 52 49 .515 10
Pitts.
50 49 .505 11
40 58 408 21)%
Montreal
33 87 .330 2834
West
W. L. Pct. OS
Atlanta
58 44 .569
Los Ang.
55 49 .561 1
San Fran. 55 45
2
Cincinnati
50 43 .538 3%
Houston
51 48 .510 8
San Diego 34 88 .333 24
Sundays Results
Cincinnati 8 New York 3
Pittsburgh 4 San Diego 1
Los Angeles 6 Chicago 2
St. Louis 8 San Fran 2
Houston 3 Phila 2, 11 inns.
Atlanta 8 Montreal 2
Today's Probable Pitchors
' All Timis EDT
San Francisco, Bryan 2-0 or
McCormack 8-5 at Chicago,
Hands 11-8, 2:30 p. m.
San Diego, Kelly 4-5 at St.
Louis, Taylor 2-0, 9 p. m.
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Houston at Phila., night
Los Ang at Pitt., 2, twi-night
San Francisco at Chicago
San Diego at St. Louis, night
Montreal at Cincinnati, night

By STEVE SNIDER
The Baltimore Orioles, running away with the Eastern DiviNEW YORK, July 27. -(UPI)- Memorable quotes
that just won't go away:
sion flag in the American League,
needed only one inning to push
Babe Ruth, after an embarrassing strikeout: "You're
away from Chicago and they went
a hero one day and a bum the next."
311 to trounce the White So;17-0.
D'zry Dean, appraising a young pitcher who looked
Elsewhere, saumesota eogedtlegreat but really wasn't: "All the stuff in the world don't
veland, 8-7, Oakland beat Washmean a thing if you can't get the bail over the plate."
ington, 7-2, Kansas City turned
Phog Allen, famed basketball coach, during a camback Detroit, 7-2, and California
paign to have rules makers elevate the height of the goal:
edged the New York Yankees,
"There's nothing sacred about 10 feet. That just happened
5-4.
to be a convenient height on an overhanging gym balcony
After Boston and Seattle went
for Dr. Naismith to hang up his first peach baskets."
scoreless for 10 innings, We
Walter Hagan, tardy at the first tee and asked if -he
Red Sox snapped the tie in the
had been out hitting a few: "No, sir, having a few."
Cards Gain Ground
19th when Carl Yastrzemski doubled home Syd O'Brien from first
Wee Willie Keeler, explaining his batting prowess long
The Cards gained ground since base.
But the Pilots evened it in
ago: "I hit.'em where they ain't."
both the Cubs and Mets were
their half of the inning on a walk
University ofiNlichigan student newspaper, explaining
beaten. Chicago lost to Los Angto Steve Hovley, a sacrifice and
THE ASTROS of the Park League were the first place winners in the National League division
why it failed to select Red Grange on its 1923 All-America:
eles, 6-2, and New York was Jim
Pagliaroni's single. Tommy
this year with eight wins and four losses.
"All he can do is run."
beaten by Cincinnati,6-3. In other
Harper homered in -the bottom
Front row, left to right, Doug Grafton, Kim Harmon, Jeff Wyatt, Kent Harmon, Andy White,
Ralph Kiner, on his favorite subject while playing for
National League action, Atlanta,
of the 20th for Seattle's final
Jim Jennings. Back row, left to right, Johnny McNutt, Duane Dycus, Shea Sykes, Jimmy Ranthe Pittsburgh Pirates: "Home run hitters drive Cadillacs;
leading the Western Division by run.
singles hitters drive Fords."
som, Scott Barrow, Bill Leslie, Coach Larry Elkins. Dan Potts and Bradley Wells were absent
one game, beat Montreal, 8-2,
Frank Robinson hit two homers
Houston edged Philadelphia ,3-2, and Boog
when the picture was made.
Casey Stengel, accepting congratulations for a series
Powell and pitcher Jim
in 11 innings, and Pittsburgh topp- Hardin
world
champtrmships-by-lits" New York Yankees: "I
-of
one apiece as the Orioles
ed San Diego, 4-1.
couldn'a done it without my players."
stretched their lead to 12/
1
2games
Pinson doubled hdme two runs over Detroit. Robinson drove in
Jimmie Dykes, describing Joe McCarthy of the Yanin the Cards' five-run second
five runs with his 24th and 25th
kees: "He's just a push-button manager."
inning and drove in another with homers
and Powell's blast, with
a sacrifice fly in the first. The one man
Jesse Owens, on the morning of the day he shattered
on, was his 27th. Hardin
fly sent home Brock, who was hit allowed Chicago
three
world records and tied a fourth in the Big Ten track
only two hits,
American League
and field championships at Ann Arbor, Mich., in 1935-"I
on the right elbow with the ball both to Bobby Knoop, and retired
East
don't feel so good."
as he reached third and left the the final 20 batters he
faced in
W. L. Pct. GB
Connie Mack, about his Philadelphia Athletics who set
game at the end of the inning winning his fifth game.
Baltimore
69 31 .690
a record by losing 117 games in 1916: "Well, you can't
complaining of stomach pains.
Detroit
55 42 567 12%
win them all."
Rico Carty ignited a sevenMaintains Lead
Boston
56 44 .580 13
Arnold Palmer, with a joking reply to a guy who
run seventh inning with a twoWash.
52 53 495 19%
chided him for missing a putt on a practice green: "I've
run homer that snapped a 1-1 tie
Minnesota maintained its three- New Yoljr..---4 48 54 471 22
got my first million, how about you?"
and carried Atlanta past Montre- game lead over runnerup Oakland
CleveLind
40 61 396 29%
Tom Zachary, a pitcher for the Washington Senators
al. Jim Britton worked seven in the West as Leo Cardenas hit
Woof
who .threw the ball that Babe Ruth hit for his record 60th
innings and allowed two hits and a three-run homer and Harmon
W. L Pct. OS
run in )927: "If I'd a known it .was gonna be a famous
five walks while gaining his fifth KillebreW drove in his 94th and Minn.
61 39 .610
record, I'd a stuck it in his ear."
victory against one loss.
95th runs. Rookie Jerry Crider, Oakland
56 40 .583 3
By HARVEY SHAPIRO
working in relief, was credited Seattle
42 31 424 18%
Jack Dempsey. after his first defeat by Gene Tunney:
209th Victory
beeoming world champs.
UPI Sports Writer
42 58 .420 19
with his first major league vic- Kan City
By MILTON RICHMAN
"I forgot to duck."
40 60 .400 21
tory although he allowed the Ind- Chicago
UPI Sports Writer
Joe Louis, about speedy Billy Conn: "He can run but
Don Drysdale gained his 209th ians two runs in 2 2-3 innings. California
Got Best Team .
AKRON, Ohio UPI - Brash
38 60 .388 22 .
he can't hide."
major league victory with the
Sundays
Results
Raymond Floyd, had that certain
Danny Cater drove in four
NEW YORK UPI - The BaltiBranch Rickey on Eddie Stanky, then with Brooklyn's
help of excellent relief pitching runs with a homer and bases- Minn. 8 Cleveland 7
feeling and told a few people more Orioles have run into a "Isn't it a shame," some of
old Dodgers: "He can't hit, he can't run and he can't
by Pete Mikkelsen as the Dodgers loaded single in Oakland's tri- Baltimore 17 Chicago 0
them are saying, "we've got
that he was ready, willing and slight problem.
throw; all he can do is beat you.'
stopped the Cubs. Drysdale was umph over Washington. Lew Kra- Kansas City 7 Detroit 2
the best team and we're going
able to conquer "the monster"
Cassius Clay on Cassius Clay: "I float like a butterfly
They're too far in front!
taken out when Billy Williams usse allowed only five hits and Oakland 7 Washington 2
division
to
our
win
we're
but
and the field in the $125,000
And too good to be true, as far
and sting like a bee."
hit his llth homer of the year in retired 10 of the last 11 batters Cailofrnia 5 New York 4
American Golf Classic.
Lou Gehrig, hit by an ailment he knew was fatal,
s the people of Baltimore are going to lose the playoffs and
the sixth, but Mikkelsen allowed he faced to boost his record to Boston 5 Seattle, 3, 20 inns.
never get the World Series."
"But none of the press believ- concerned.
addressing a throng at Yankee Stadium for the last time in
Today's Probable Pitchers ed me.
three hits the final four innings to 6-4. Ken McMullen homered for
People in Baltimore have been
1941: "I've been reading about my tough breaks for two
I didn't see anything
Earl Weaver and his runaway
All Times EDT
preserve the triumph.
weeks but today I consider myself the luckiest man on
in the Akron and Cleveland pap- Orioles own the biggest lead burned. Not by the Orioles, but
the Senators.
No games scheduled
Tony Perez' two-run homer in
earth."
Buck Martinez had three hits,
ers," Floyd quipped. "Maybe and finest record in baseball, It doesn't matter, the Orioles
Tuesday's Gaines
the first inning, his 25th, started including a three-run homer, and
they'll
believe me now."
but a great many oLtheir jails are paying for it.
New
York
at
Oakland,
night
the Reds on their way to the Jackie Hernandez added another
The fall6 in Baltimore were
Nevelt had the par-70, 7,I8(;Aren't that opthnisticftout tEem
victory over the Mets. Gerry three hits for Kansas City to help Boston at California, night
burned by the Baltimore Colts,
yard Firestone Country Club
Wash
at Seattle, nigh
Arrigo went 7 1-3 innings to gain Jim Rooker gain his second triwhom they felt were the best was the year the Dodgers were
Clifford Ann Creed averaged
Baltimore at Kan City, night course been manhandled the way
team in football and would have going to murder the Orioles in two tournament victories per
the triumph.
the 26-year-old pro from Lake
umph against seven losses. Don Detroit at Minn., 2,
twi-night
no trouble at all with the New.the World Series. Everybody said ear before she retired from
Roberto Clemente collected Wert hit a homer for Detroit.
Chicago at Cleve 2, twi-night Havusu City, Arizona, 'brought
four hits, drove in one run and
York Jets in the Super Bowl. so the experts, the oddsmakers, the women's professional golf
the long and treacherous monster
Rick Reichardt drove in all
scored two as the Pirates beat five California runs with a pair
That was disappointment No. everybody. How could the Orioles tournament after six years of
to its knees with a record-shatt1.
the Padres. Jim Bunning and Bob of homers to carry California
ever beat Sandy Koufax and Don competition.
ering 12-under-par 268. s
Moose combined on a seven- past the Yankees. Reliever Ken Palmer's Mark
The Baltimore Bullets finished Drysdale?
Floyd blazed home Sunday in
Weekend Sports Summary
hitter to beat Clay Kirby, now Tatum allowed two hits and struLook it up, as Case Stengel
five-under 33-32-65 for a four- By United Press International first in their division, too, the
ATLANTA (UPI) - Arnold
same way the Colts did, and says.
3-13.
stroke victory over former PGA
ck out seven in 6 1-3 innings to
when they reached the NBA playJoe Morgan got back in time gain his third victory without Palmer won the Masters golf champion Bobby Nichols who
Saturday
title a record four times. He
offs they became disappointment
from military reserve training a loss.
fired a final 34-33-67.
METS SIGN COTTON
gained his first green jacket in
No. 2. The New York Knicks
to hit a pinch double and score
Is Now At His
Former U. S. Open champioi,
NEW
YORK
UPI
Fort
Marcy
1958
and
t
hen won the cham- Ken Ventury held the previous
knocked them off four straight
the winning run in the Ilth as
overtook
Baitman
in
the
stretch
NEW LOCATION at
pionship in 1960, 1962 and 72-hole classic mark
Houston beat the Phils. Morgan
of five- to win the $50,000 added Tidal In the first round.
NEW YORK UPI - The New
1964.
Still another setback for the
scored on Gary Geiger's two-out
under 275.
Handicap at Aqueduct.
people in Baltimore, although it York Mets announced the signing
pinch single.
Tom Weiskopf closed with a
was a minor one, was the elimin- of catcher Billie Joe Cotton of
course record - tying 30 on the
GARNETT, Kan. UPI - Don ation of the Baltimore Clippers Arizona State University Thursvictory over Carol Mann and backside for a 66 finish and Yenko of Canonsburg,
day. Cotton, 21 years old, batted He would like all his friends
Pa., drove in the AHL playoffs.
third place at six-under-par 274. his Sunray DX
Susie Maxwell Berning.
.331 for the school and was a sec- to visit him there.
Corvette to victory
"To play this course without Tied with defending champion in the 20-minute feature
ond-team All-America this past
race of
First Playoffs
taking a bogey is really some- Jack Nicklaus, and unknown Bob- the Lake Garnett
season.
Grand Prix.
By MARTIN LADER
thing," she added, a big smile by Mitchell after three rounds
_
-All
circumstances
these
put
UPI Sports Writer
crossing her face. The victory, with seven-under par 203's, Floyd
OCEANPORT, N.J. UPI-Book- together make the people in Balin addition to earning Betsy the left the starting gate with a six- meade Stable's
Box The Compass timore suspect the Orioles aren't
All the Boston Red Sox needed KIAMESHA LAKE, N.Y. UPI $5,250 first prize check, was foot birdie putt on the second
aid
$8.20
in
winning
the $117,280 destined to survive the October
perfectly
Hitting
her
shots
and
a
little
was
time to get warmed
her 50th.in 18 years on the LPGA hole, then ran away with the top Sorority Stakes
at Monmouth playoffs, which are being held
putting deftly, 41-year-old Betsy tour.
prize of $25,000 to raise his Park.
in the majors this year for the
They had the time, 5 hours Rawls of Spartanburg, S. C.,
She last won the LPGA cham- season earnings to $61,192. It
first time.
and 52 minutes worth, and after became the oldest golfer to ever pionship in 1959-when first place marked his second win this seaPORI, Finland UPI - WeightG AND H VBILE HOMES
My own opinion is that Baltiscoring only once in the first 18 win the Ladies Professional Golf- was worth a mere $1,247 and two son and fourth since joining the
lifter Kauko Kangasniemi of Fin- more fans should be more resoNEW and USED
Innings Sunday they came ..up ers Association championship years later Louise Suggs became tour six years ago.
land set a world record in the lute. You know, you gotta have
SALES, SERVICE AND PARK RENTAL
with one run in the 19th and Sunday.
Nicklaus skidded to a five- heavyweight division by
the oldest champion at 33.
snatch- heart! You can't be influenced
HWY 94, ONE MILE EAST OF MURRAY
three more in the 20th to beat "It was one of the best rounds
Marlene Hagge, who shared the over-par 35-40-75 and finished
OFFICE PH 753-6885
by what happened to somebody
I've ever played," said Betsy third-run lead with Miss Mann 10 strokes behind Floyd. He tog- ing 348 pounds.
the Seattle Pilots 5-3.
else.
If
the people of Baltimore
Joe LaHoud's two-run homer, after taming the Concord Hotel's at even-par, had trouble around eyed seven of the closing 10 holes
Sunday
wish to look back on the sports
scoring pitcher Jim Lonborg in championship course in two- the greens and shot a 79 to including four in a row.
JOHN 0 GROGAN
GIL G. HOPSON
history of their city, why don't
front of him, was the decisive under-par 71 for a three-stroke finish fourth at 298.
The record crowd of 23,955
HOME PH 436-5890
753.2985
FRANCORCHAMPS, Belgium
eathered a heavy downpour whi- UPI - The French team of G. they look back to 1966? That
ch delayed play for almost two Chasseuil and C. M. Ballotlena
hours.
drove a Porsche 911 to victory
0 41D/
Aar
IMP
In therFrancorchamps 24-hour
touring car race.
ACQUIRES GENTRY
INDIANAPOLIS UPI - Zeljko
Franulovic of Yugoslavia upset
ST. LOUIS UPI - The St. Louis Arthur Ashe of Richmond, Va.,
Cardinals announced the acquis- 8-6, 6-3, 6-4, to take the men's
ition Wednesday of defensive title of the National Clay Courts
back Curti Gentry from the tennis tournament and AustralChicago Bears for receiver Boi. ia's Gail Chanfreu won the womby Lee and an undisclosed draft en's crown.
choice. Gentry was injured all
— •
of last season while Lee spent
AKRON, Ohio UPI- Ray Floyd
most of last year on the Card- shot a final-round 65 to Win the
inals' taxi squad.
$125,000 American Golf Classic
with a record score of 268.

Imo

Raymond Floyd
Wins Classic

ESDAY

MURRAY.

morts Parade

Weekend Sports
Summary

SONNY HOOKS

American League

Betsy Rawls
Wins Ladies
PGA Sunday

404 North 4th

tette:

cr
111

GOSPEL MEETING
Union Grove
CHURCH OF CHRIST

••=1•M11....111••

•1110.,

Berartrre, Calif., BASEBALL
MISMATCH - Pint-sired Ricks); Faulkner
finds hkst set, picked off first base in a big way
during a youth baseball league game at Santa
Barbara, Calif. Playing first is Danny Herring,
Seats

one of the world's biggest battplayers at 315 .
pounds. Herring, 17, wis Santa Barbara P-trgh
Schoors SECOND tsiggest plays, in football.
That team hada 447-pound tackle.

MONTREAL UPI - Tommy
SIGN WITH CBS
Aaron overcame a six-strike deficit on the final round to tie Sam
Snead at 275 and force a playoff
NEW YORK UPI - The CBS Monday`in the $125,000 -Canadian
Television Network signed Jer- Open golf championship.
ry Kramer, a former All-Pro
defensive guard with 'the Green
KIAMESHA LAKE, N.Y. UPI Bay Packers, and end Frank Betsy Rawls earned the $5,250
Clarke, an 11-year veteran of first prize in the Ladies Proe NFL Wednesday as commen- fessional Golf Association chamtors for the 1969 pro football pionships with a score of. 293.
season. Kramer played 11 years
Sib- Use- Packers end eariNG,irtliatitt-leIG11=.014
1!-f,
All=1}ro honnte Ilyttimes. Clar-• Lapeer Of Granada Hills, Calif.,
e played .for the Dallas (
was killed during a practice lap
S. ys in his last eight season,
. for the Lake Garnett Grand Prix
retiring in 1967.
races.

.
p

- SPEAKER Lexie Ray
7:30 P.M.

JULY 21 AUGUST
/IMP"
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When should
they marry?

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

MONDAY - JULY 28 .1989

Phebian
Meet On

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

Vowtao4

•

u•

Lovett-Harrell

Urge Schoolmen
Ceremony To 'Cool It'
When Confronted

• t11 $11
I

i

'a

„guest register.
For her wedding trip, the
bride selected from her trousNEW YORK (UPI) - A
By Abigail Van Buren
seau a knit costume of tangerine
and brown, with which she wore tudent on a picket line or at a
acclssories of brown. she car- it-in looks a college official in
DEAR ABBY: I belong to a bridge club. Oni of our
ried a nosegay taken from her Inc eyes and rolls a string of
members announced yesterday that she was planning to get
bridal bouquet.
four-letter words off his tongue.
married next month.
rell of Goldsboro, North ColoThe couple will reside at 1104
It's the use of obscenity as a
After she left, one of her closest friends said, "The man
lina, were united in marriage at College courts, Murray, Kenthe First united methodist tucky, where they will resume weapon, but college bosses are
she's marrying lost his wife only six months ago, and I think
Church in Benton on Friday, their studies at Murray state advised to react with
out of respect to her memory they should wait a full year"
July 11, at 7:30 p.m.
nonchalance, using that
University.
Everyone agreed with her, except me.
(our-letter word c-o-o-1 to
I said, "They are both seventy years old. They've known
pre-nuptial parties included
dictate their behavior.
The Reverend Clarence Hare
each other practically all their lives, and altho they are both
a tea shower at the home of Mrs.
of Jackson,Tennessee,assisted
The point was made in a
Curt Phillips given by MesIn fairly good health, who knows how much time either of
by the Reverend Charles Lynn dames Joe Coulter, Leon Riley, report on school confrontations
them has left? And if they want to make the most of the
of Benton, performed the
Harry Carpenter, Van Roberts, by editors of -School
remaining time, what's wrong with that?"
double-ring ceremony.
Herbert Hurley and Curt Phil- Management," a journal for
Bradley
aunt
Rob
,
Mrs.
the
of
How do you feel about it, Abby?
lips; a miscellaneous shower educators.
A READER
bride, presented a program of
given by Miss Debbie Doyle at
"The things I personally
DEAR READER: Under the circumstances I think six
nuptial music preceding and
Western Kentucky University,.learned from student uprising
s at
during the ceremony.
months Is long enough.
Bowling Green, Kentucky; a San Fernand
o is that we are now
The vows were exchanged bepersonal shower given by miss dealing
with a different breed of
fore an altar enhanced with a
Paulette Copeland, miss Valera
DEAR ABBY: About three years ago I was a bridesmaid
cat," reported Delmar Oviatt,
central floral arrangement deWyatt,
miss
Linda
Hill
and
pars.
for a sorority sister who had an elaborate church
signed of fuji mums, snapdragwedding.
Michael Cassity at the home of president of San Fernando State
She received many lovely gifts. The marriage didn't
ons, and white roses, accented
College.
even
Miss
Copeland.
with Jade and huckleberry.Spirlast thru the honeymoon. It was quietly annulled, and
"These kids are aggressive,
none of
Mrs. Rob Bradley and Miss purposely irritatin
al candelabra held ivory burning
the wedding gifts was returned. /Rumor had it that
g, rude and
the
Rebecca Bradley entertained given,
tapers, illuminating the scene.
groom took them all when he left.)
to using four-letter words
with
luncheo
a
n
at
the
home
of
Mr. and Mrs. William C. Adams, 1632
The family pews were marked
and issuring ultimatums. It goes
Now this sorority sister is planning another
West Olive Street, Murray, Kadin:kV, attende
Mrs. Bradley.
wedding.
with ivory tapers,satin streamd
down real lumpy. It gets a the internathinany acclaimed outdoor drama, "The Book of Job."
Same church, same wedding party, only the man
is differenL
ers, and lemon leaf.
They are shown visiting with a member of
schoolman's back up -puts him
•
Are we, her friends, obligated to be as generous
the cast who appears to be a Hying mosaic.
this time an
The unique production which was foatur ed
Mrs. Pont Nelson and Mrs. on the defensive."
The bride, given in marriage
at two World's Fairs. is presented nightly,
before? Or will our good wishes suffice?
except
by her father, chose for her Henry Lovett, Jr. honored the
Sundays
throughout July and August, at Pin* Mountain State Park
He describes the behavior as
Amphitheatre,
wedding a formal gown of ivory bride and her attendants at a over-aggressive, over
Pineville, Kentucky.
SORORITY SISTER
-vulgarized
organza over silk faced luncheon at Ramada Inn in Pa- and part
silk
DEAR SISTER: A gift is a gift, never an
of the new culture.
rpeau de sole.The empire bodice ducah.
obligation.
required to complete the test. Netty Theft
"Schoolmen must anticipate
Obviously you resent that small voice withla
was fashioned of peau de'ange
The rehearsal dinner at the
yes which cries,
'Tortur
e Chamber'
this new approach and bite thpir
46 The endurance run is equal
"Bay the girl another WC" but you can hardly
lace
Holiday
which
was
Inn
made
murrer
dimenin
a
as
given
blame the
Tests Telephones
ST. LOUIS (UPI) - Bennie
to 142,800 local calls or 90,900
girl if her husband, the heel, made off
sional with pear; embroidered by Dr. and Mrs. Kenn
Ter- tongue when they get hit with it.
with them. So I say,
Crusby, 21, was charged with
If
you
direct
get
ROCHES
hung
outline.
distance
rell.
up
TER,
on
N.
bishop
Long
Y.(UPI)rudeness
dialings. If a
buy another gift.
styled
sleeves were accented with deep
Out of ..own guests attending and bad manners, you'll never -"Torture chamber" equipment" telephone subscriber were to theft of 32 dozen hair nets
cuffs, elegantly beaded and the wedding included Mr. and get to the bottom of the designed to test telephones made make 10 local calls a day every from the -post office department.
DEAR ABBY: I don't understand why
* * *
fitted with miniature silk but- Mrs. James Boone, Tony, How- problem, to the real causes and by Stromberg-Carlson Corpora day of the year, it would
"Bothered" should
take
be so bothered because her husband looks
tons. The gentle A-line skirt ard and Tammy; Mrs. A.D. the things that
at strange women
tion, -a subsidiary of General him 40 years to equal the figRude
ought
Awakeni
to
be
ng
and comments about them.
was sculptured from the hem- Wallace; Dr. and Mrs. Kenneth changed
, so keep cool," he' Dynarnics, sometimes spins a Ure.
ST.
Harrell,
line
with
a
LOUIS
deep
border
Ken
and Lisa; Mrs.
My husband and I are both "people
of the
(UPI) - Mrs.
watchers," who
* * *
repeated lace pattern, rising to Michael Cossett; miss Dcznna advised his fellow school single telephone dial as many
Loretta Rude, who has a 145
thoro/y enjoy sharing with each other
million
administ
a
as
our observations.
times.
rators.
Nearly
a
knee-length of the skirt. Fur- Keller; Miss Lea Ann Boone;
average, laosyled a 288 game.
The other day he said, "Look at
Tuscaloosa was alabama's
Edwin Young, president and month of non-stop dialing is
that fat fanny." I said,
ther grace and charm was ex- Miss Jane Buchanan; Miss
and turned in a total 615
"Where?" He said, "Over there."
capital
for
from
1826 to 1846.
pressed in the back interest of Becky Buchanan; Mrs. Molly chancellor of the University of
her three games.
I looked, and it WAS a fat fanny I
her
Jones;
Wisconsi
gown
it
Mrs.
as
n,
flowed
concurs
Bobbie
eh°
a
Buchana
co,
saying:
,
n;
remarked, "Poor
dear."
Hilton sweep, creating a cathe- George L Powell; and miss
"Don't get mad, don't worry
dral
length
sussie
train which was deSteele, all of Murray, too much about your authority
We call each other's attention to "nice
legs," a cute old
signed to extend from a small Kentucky; Mr. and Mrs,Carroll or your dignity,
couple walking arm in arm, smartly
and above all,
dressed women—and
cascade of the lace motifs. The Hubbard, Jr., miss .tenna peek, don't
mea. And aloha, too.
get frozen in a position
bride's full length veil of imair. and sirs. Harold Elliott, from which
you can't move or
People watching is not rude. ft's fun.
ported illusion was designed and Miss sera Stone of MayLot's face it, half
change."
the people who go out for dinner
field,
with
bouffant
shoulde
Kentuck
r
Mrs.
length
y;
Mike
want to be seen. The rest
are there to eat.
tiers and attached to a head- Davis and Miss Rilla Gillahan
dress of sU peau de sole petals.
Thru the years I have become
A $200,000 Ford Foundation
sharper in my
Her colonial style bouquet was of paducah, Kentucky; Danny
observations. My specialty is spotting lost
children, who I
fashioned of yellow roses, yel- Maxberry, M'rs. Tom Toombs grant to the Multi-Culture
grab, halt, and comfgrt until their mothers
low statice and Bristol-Faire and Jack Wolf, Louisville; M. Institute of San Francisco aims
find them in the
crowd.
baby's breath tied with ivory and Mrs. Eugene Harrell, Baton at an approach to integration
I started people watching 35 years
tulle,
velvet ribbons and Rouge, Louisiana; Mrs. Al which will preserve the ethnic
ago back on the farm.
Hauck and Leslie,Wichita, Kan- identity of black,
streamers.
I asked Granny why everybody went
Jewish,
into town on Saturday
sas; mr. and Mrs. Will Rudolph Chinese
and Mexican-American
nights and Just sat in their cars. Granny
Miss Rebecca Bradley served and Mr. and
said, "Just to watch
Reese
Mrs.
Barchildren receiving instruction
as maid of honor. The brides- rett,
the people go by."
Calvert city; John Davis,
maids were miss Paulette Schuylki
together in such traditional
Times really haven't changed much.
Pennsyl
ll,
vania;
ger"Bothered" should
Copeland, miss Valera wyatt, ald Young,
courses
as English, arithmetic,
Byhalia,
Join the club.
Mississi
pMiss Debbie Doyle, Hopkinspi; Hiriam sanders, Clarks- and reading.
"PEOPLE WATCHER" IN HERMOSA BEACH
Kentucky, and miss Lisa dale,
HAPPY AND NO DOUBT RELIEVED at success
Mississippi; mike Cunof the Moon walking Apollo 11
Harrell, Murray, Kentucky.
wives of the three astronauts in
* 5 *
mission are
ningham and Bob Bradley, Cliftheir Houston suburb. From left:
Mrs. Janet Armstrong.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "UNLUCKY" IN CHICAGO: I
The attendants wore formal ton Forge, Virginia; Mrs. WilMrs. Edwin Aldrin and Mrs. Patricia
don't
Collins.
gowns of apricot silkgeorgette, son Whitmire, coronacta, Calibelieve la hack. The only really good luck • successf
The average superintendent
ul maa fashioned with an empire bodice fornia;
miss Debbie Doyle, Hop- of schools in Connect
ever had was developing whatever It teak I. overcom
icut
earns
e bad
featuring long full sleeves. kinsville, Kentucky; Mrs. Wilheck.
Matching Venice lace trim
lard warmath, Indianapolis,in- $20,000 a year. That's about 50
created a small collar and cuffs. diana; Mrs. George saufley, per cent less than the salary of a
Everybody has a problem. What's
The easy and modified dirndl Stanford, Kentucky; Miss Bente businessman who handles a job
pent
For
a
persona
l
reply write to Abby. Box tinse, Ls
Awls*, Cal. seen, ant skirt was poised over bridal Gordon, Cadiz; Reverend and of comparable responsibility,
gneiss* • stamped, oaf-addressed
silk. The headdress was a banMrs. Clarence Hare, Jackson, says Robert Sibson, authority on
envelope.
deau of matching apricot velvet Tennessee; E. W. Dennison, executive compensation and
Per Abby's booklet, "Hew to
Have a Lovely Wedding."' leaves, fashioned with a proJackson, Tennessee; miss president of a management
seed II to Abby, Bea Wes, Lou
ALL SUMMER AND SPRING FABRICS MUST GO NOW, Your local Singer Sewing
file cascade of leaves, interVickie Daniels, Johnson city, consulting firm.
Meeks, CM. ISM.
Center has just received notice that all Fall and Winter Fabrics are in transit, which
twined with miniature fresh
Tennessee; and miss Lockie
blossoms repeated in their bouHenton, Owensboro, Kentucky.
means all summer stock must be sold in 10 days.
quets. They carried colonial
* * *
Wink Shoemaker and Mile
style bouquets of shrimp fuji
Poisonous snakes found in mums, yellow statice and baby's
Quits
Venezia are the only two jockeys to ride six winners in one klabama are the coral, water breath, tied with shrimp tulle
IIOLLYWO()D(UPI)- Irving
SALE PRICE, Per Yd.
day on New York race tracks moccasin or cottonmouth, and and velvet streamers.
Mansfield has withdrawn as pwrattlesnakes.
during the past 10 years.
ducer of "Beyond the Valley
The flower girl, Miss Beth
of
ASSORT
ONE
MENT - 45" WIDE
* * *
Lewis, wore a dress styled in
the Dolls," the 20th
ace
ecu/airythe fashion of-,the attendants.
Fox sequel to Mansfield's
wife's
The Kentucky state govern- In her hair she wore a banHerve Filion is harness racCLOSE OUT
Yds. $1.00
(Jacqueline Susann) first novel.
in0 world champion winning ment still maintains 18 covered deau of shrimp fujis and yellow
Mr. and Mrs. James L. WilDacron Poly
driver for a single season with bridges throughout the common- statice. Her nosegay was a let of Benton Route 8 announce
SPort Canvas
miniature of the bridesmaids. the
407 victories recorded in 1968. wealth.
engagement and approach- #
Colors
26
*
*
*
ing
Attendin
Mr.
Harrell
g
as best
marriage of their daughter,
* * *
Wide
min was his brother, Dr. Ken- Marilyn Jean, to
James EdKuwait'
s
proved
crude oil re- neth Harrell, of Murray, Ken- ward Hanley, son
Bobby Unser beat Mario
of Mrs.Grace
Andretti for the U. S. Auto serves are estimated at more ttfcky. The groomsmen were Hanley and the late
Herman
per card
than
10
John
Lovett,
culp
billion
John
tons,
about
Davis,
15
aub national championship in
Hanley of Murray Route 2.
per spool
yd.
Schuylki
ll,
Pennsylv
per
cent
ania,
of
Danthe
world's
supply.
1968 by a margin of 11 points
bass
Willett
is a 1968 grany Maicberry, Louisville, Ken•
*
in the closest finish in history.
tucky, and Gerald Young, By- duate of Benton High School
SIMPLICITY - McCALLS - BUTTERICK
* * *
and is presently employed as
A C-130 cargo aircraft has halia, Mississippi.
a
airlifted enough fuel in one day
Mrs. Lovett chose foe her beauty operator in Benton.
with purchase
Mr. Hanley attended Callowa
y
Cancer causes 200,000 deaths to drive an average American daughter's wedding a costume of
of fabric
emeralA green silk and worsted, County High School and is now
car around the world twice.
'each year in India.
Now
The
Is
Time
To
employe
Get
featuring a simple A -line dress
d by a masonry cone
The Old Sewing Machine
with long pleated chiffon tractor.
The Most Fames Resist e the etehll'
sleeves, a beaded small roll
The wedding is being be Id
Sep.
(plus parts)
collar and cuffs. A sleeveless tember 6 at 1 p. in.
at St. PIUS
companion aoat of matchii.,, Tenth Catholic
Church in Calemerald silk was worn over her vert City.
ONE BIG ASSORTMENT OF
dress Other accessories in
No
formal invitations are
AND
matching hue ccmpleted her enbeing,
semble. Her flowers were cym- sent. All friends and relatives
are
Invited
to the wedding and
Reg. Value to 12.3$
bidium orchids.
Model 237 - Lifetime Guarantee
Former Assistant United States
Mrs. oddie Culp, maternal reception.
District Attorney
grandmother of the bride, was
for the Western District of
Kentucky
Only g7° per yd.
attired In an imported silk knit
Only
costume of aquamarine, with
Announce the Formation of a
which she wore accessories of
Wonder, July 24
matching shade. A corsage. oi
Let us welcome your
The quarterly meeting of the
white cymbidfum orchids was
Blood River Woman's Miallionpinned at her shoulder.
A feception was held in the ary Union will be held at the
to be known as
church fellowship hall. Those Cherry Corner Baptist Church
Phone 753-2378
serving were airs. Michael at teas a.m.
- APPROVED DEALE5 .611111011-Zillits
"*"11VOCrarT
..•• ,,
A
467
."
„
Murray, itertiutiO, end miss
MMHG MACit401110".-A shower for Mr. and -M
3rd and Maple Streets
rs.
Sara Stone, Mayfield, Kentucky. Kenny Outland
Telephone
*
whose
trailer
1301 W. MAIN STREET
Murray. Kentucky 42071
Miss Linda Hill entertained at and contents were
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
502 753 1262
'•
destroye
d
by
the piano throughout the re- fire will
Open to S. Monday-Friday
be held at the City
•
• .••N,•
•
• N
•
ception. Miss Georgia Saufley,, Park
B-S Saturday
at 7:30 p.m. For InformaStanford, Kentucky, kept the
tion call 436-5378 or 436-5830 §1111011111111101111111=1•1
11111M11110
0
Miss Jerllane Lovett, daughter of Mr. and airs. John Clay
Lovett of Benton, and James
Edward Harrell, son of the late
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Olin Har-

FINAL SPRING AND SUMMER

FABRIC CLOSE OUT

Madly. I. Willett
Is Eogaged To Wed
lames Edward !talky
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CLEANED, OILED, ADJUSTED I Weekspedaii

PHIS IS A

HAROLD T. HURT

BATES & KLOPMAN

M. RONALD CHRISTOPHER

Partnership for the General Practice
of Law
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Phebian Class To Creason Speaks
Meet On August 5 (Continuod From Paso Oao)
The Phebian Sunday School
Class of the First Baptist
Church has changed its meeting date from Tuesday, July 29,
to Tuesday, August 5, due to
the special choir program at
the church.
The social meeting will be
held at the home of Mrs. Joe R.
Sims in Canterbury Estates At
7:30 p.m.
Hoatessea will be Mesdames
Ben Trevathan, Alvis Jones,
Myrtle Housden, Hassell Kuykendall, Grayson McClure, Joe
Sims, James Washer, Tip Miller, Louis Kerlick, and Lloyd
Horn.

10 Sales Tax
Is Bonanza
Tb is
Fro Par

on the Mississippi, a part ot
the South adjoining Tennessee,
and ,a part of Ilia East with
Virginia. Consequently, he said,
its folklore is important historically. Some of the stories,
traditions, superstitions, and
dialects of the Purchase region,
Henry County, Tennessee's
as well as the mountainous part one cent sales tax produced a
of the state, have maintained record revenue of $31,406-85 in
their Chaucerian origins. Many June, indicating a new high in
of the people of this area, he the county's ecencany, according
reminded his hearers, came to Henry County Judge Harold
through Cumberland Gap and Jackson.
brought with them their tradit"That represents the meat of
ions and customs.
the coconut as far as our
Dr. Hunter Hancock, a memeconomy is concerned," Jackson
ber of the Biology Department
at Murray State, announced said. "It's a direct reflection of
pans to arrange a bus-trip to local sales. There's more people
Civil War sites in Tennessee employed here now than ever
RIDING CLUE
:Ili& fall. The Jackson Purchase before, and the wage scales are
higher than ever."
Society
annually
The New Providence Riding Historical
The previous record was
alub will hold a practice rid- sponsors planned trips to var-a $30,229,
set in January. Last
ions
areas
of
national
and
loing session and a business meetmonth
was
the first time in the
cal
interest
for
its members.
ing Tuesday night at the ring
Mr. Barton announced that history of the tax that June tax
at 7:00 p.m. All riders are incollections have been a recordvited to attend and bring their the contributing editors of the
setter.
Purchase
area
would
have a
horses.
The June figure brought total
special meeting August 12 at
the Holiday Inn in Mayfield. He revenue from the one-cent tax to
urged all members of the soc- $985,614 since it went into effect in
;NOW YOU KNOW
iety to prepare and hand in December 1965.
At one cent per dollar, the tax
pertinent material by that date.
by United Press international Mr. Bill Burnette, Library Sci- would indicate May sales in
The Pledge of Allegiance to ence Department at Murray Henry County (the tax collections
the US. flag was first pub- State, has agreed to be coordin- are for the previous month's
lished in a children's periodical ator of these materials.
sales) more than $3 million.
"The Youth's Companion" on
A major portion of proceeds of
Sept. 8, 1892 It was officially
the tax is pledged to retire bonds
recognized by Congress
issued to build the new Henry
1042.
County High School, which opens
this fall.
The state Department of
Revenue gave the following
FIRE SATURDAY
breakdown on the sources of the
The regular ladies day golf • les tax revenue in June:
The Murray Fire Department will
be held at the Oaks CounParis
$21,950.85
was called to the West View try Club
on Wednesday, July
Henry County
6,839.25
Nursing Home on South 16th 30.
Cottage Grove
35.61
Street Extended on Saturday at Tee off
time will be at nine
Henry
44.13
2:25 p.m. Smoke was coming a.m,
and pairings will be made
Puryear
264.05
from a fluorescent light, but at the tee.
Motor vehicles
113.02
the fire was out on arrival of Nell Tackett,
phone 753-6374 Utilities
800.85
the firemen.
is the golf hostess.
Out of state
1,358.61
Total
$31,406.37

mosaic.
nightly,
Maoris,

— Bennie
ed with
hair nets
epartment.

Underground
— NIrs.
as a 145
88 game.
615 for

n iire
trong

(Continued From Page One)
lower legs "rather severely" after the ground collapsed under
him.
The blaze was discovered
about 5:30 a. in. Monday only
bona after the astronauts took
man's first steps on the moon.
Foresters, however, said the
two-acre fire had becalmed,.
dering for about 10 days.
"I've never seen anything
like it," Davis said. "There are
leaves all over the place. Blazes
will jump out of the ground
four or five inches. It looks like
the earth has been scorched
from the ground up."
The farmer said in spite of
warning signs "persons have
come from miles around to
see."
"Forestry officials tell me
that it could be very dangerous. There may be gas trapped
under here and it could cause
an explosion."
Davis explained the fire is
traveling about three feet unGOVERNOR LOUIE B. NUNN RETURNED TO derground in an area where a
BARREN COUNTY July 11 to break ground for the pig-iron furnace once operated.
proposed $2.4 million lodge at Barren River Reservoir He said perhaps store.s of chestnut and oak charcoal may hare
State Park. Ga. Nunn stands beside an artist's ren- been ignited by spontane
ous
dering of the new lodge on the site overlooking Barren combustion or lighting.
The furnace was destroyed
Reservoir. The lodge will include 51 guest rooms, a
by Union gunboats from the
large dining room, snack bar, game room, lobby and nearby
Tennessee River in 1880.
lounge and is expected to be completed by October, -A five-inch rain last Wednes1970. The shovels in foreground were later manned day "didn't even cool it off,"
"There is no telling how deep
by the governor, Parks Commissioner Robert E. Gable
the fire is," Davis said, "but
and architect A. B. McCullough.
you can't go near the area."
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BAD NEWS FELLOWS!

Dior Lowers Hemline
PARIS. (UPI): Dior is dropping the hemline.
The word was out today, officially. A Dior spokesman said their designer, Marc Bohan, was producing
three-fourths of his coats, dresses and suits with skirts
that stopped at mid-calf or below.
But in the collection Bohr plans to unveil next week,
he is also including some very, very short ACirts.
"We're not allowed to use the term mini-skirt but
they're very, very short," the Dior spokesman said.
'The idea seems' to be to give women lots of different
hemlines and let them wear them as their
mood, not
the fashion designer, dictate.
Trousers also will play a very important role in
the
"new new look" which is mannish by comparison with
the wasp-waisted, full-Skirted original. There
will be no
need for the complicated padding and corsets
demanded
to achieve the original "nevillkok" in 1947.
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Ladies Day Golf
Planned At Oaks
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&

:30 I Dream of Jeannie Gunsrmake
The Avengers
:30 Doc
The Avengers
:30 Moyle:
S?eurn
eTtlICY
Guns of Will Sonnet
:00 "Something Wild" Mayberry R.F.D.
The Outcasts
30 Moyle
Family Affair
The Outcast'
:03 Moyle
Harlan Cult. Festival. The Dick Cavell Show
.30 Movie
Harlem Cult. Festival. The Dick Cave?? Show
.00 News; Wthr.; SdtS News; AMR) Sports
News, Wthr.; Sports
30 tonight Show
Perry Mason
Movie:
.00 Tonight Show
Perry Mason
"Parrish"
:30 Tonight Show
Marshal Dillon
Mcv ie
:00
Movie: Joey BIshoo
30
pea Bishop Show
:00
Jose Bishop Show
:30
Joey Bishop Show

TI„..-swAY MORNING PROGRAMS

6
7
8
9
10
11
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Country Journal
00 .44',n is. a Ow
Country Junction
:30 Morning ,Shose
Country Junction
00 Today taith7—.. Country Junction
30 Tod.. i.
Junction
....esCquotry
--..,
.00 Today; neither.
Captain Kangaroo
.0 I ed •
Captain Kangaroo
:00 It Takes Two
Mike Douglas Show
30 Concentration
Mike Douglas Show
:OD Personality
Andy Of •MertrrY
-10 Ha/
Soueres Dick Von
yke
.00 Jeopardy
Love Of Life
Search tor Tomorrow
30 E.e

Faintly Theater
Bozo Show
Bozo Show
B.,!0 5110*
BOZO Show
Lucy Show
Hazel
Barbara„Moor. ch,w
Barber!' Moore Shoe
Bewitched
That Girl

TUESDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS

12

3

Non St', a'
News; Sfereingr Cony oream 00054
30 Noon Stem
_ As the Wil(id urns
ter' Make • Dee.
:00 Days St Our Lives Many Wondered
Newlywed Gam. ,
0.i.cior
Guiding L.Wit
Dating Game,
SO Anofhei World
Slecret
E
d
o
,
.
2
General
Herta.
30 '0,11 Don
Say
on nloftt
One Lite
0, • Live
.00 Mitten Game
L inkletter Show
Dark
Shadows
:30 Ftintsienes
Lassie
Mr. Eel
IC Alien udden'S
Movie:
Beverly Hiiibi
:30 Gallery
"Ott, MIMI Oh,
I Love Lucy
Summer Afternoon
Women!"
ABC Even,nq News
:ID Hunlloy Brinkley
CBS Evening Nowt
Bron.-n

4
5 :00

TUESDAY EVENING PROGRAMS

6
7
O

:00 News, Wfhr. Scits.
News: mar., Sports
:30 Star Trek
lancer
.00 Star Trek
Lancer
30 Julia
The Liberec' Show
00 Movie:
The Liberec° Show
:30 "Invitation TO
Doris Day Show
Gunf ighter"
Woods 'Pt' Waters
:30 Movie
News
:00 News; Wthr , Sots News: WSW.; Sports
:30 Tonight Show
Perry Melton
Perry M
:00 Tonight Show
Mar Llsai %
lion
ale Tossiolu Snow

•
:00
ar
10
I

12 :"
:30
I
•

:CO
:30

Bronco
Mod Sewed
Mod Souad
N. Y. P.0
Movie:
"Let's MA Love'
Movie
Moyle
Soo,is
News; Wthr
Movie:
"Prince at 1.11Wirs"
Maria
Joey 1311lhoo."71W—
Jots
, Bishoo Show
JOeY Illinois Show
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Carnegie's Great Wealth Does Good
Fifty Years After Industrialist's Death
By JERRY KLEIN
making, bridge building and the
Central Press Association
manufacture of sleeping cars.
Correvondent
Everything the shrewd ScotsLENOX, Maas.----The richest
man touched seemed to turn to
man in the world" died here
gold.
just 50 years ago, on Aug. 11,
At 33, Carnegie found him1919, but the humanitarian
self with an income of $50,000
work that he endowed continues
a year. However, he wrote.
to go on with the same dedicat-The amassing of Wealth is one
ed spirit as ever.
of the worst species ot idolatry;
The young Scottish lad who'd
no idol is more debasing than
come to the United States at
the worship of money.
13 and gone to work in the
"To continue much longer
textile mills, working from 6
with most of my thoughts whola.p. to 6 p.m. for $1.20 a day,
ly upcn the way to make more
wa..i
.
"4amed Andrew Carnegie.
money must degrade me beyond
Before he died, at the ripe age
hope of permanent recovery."
of 84, he'd made hundreds of
• • •
millions, but it was this indusCARNEGIE said that at 35 he
trialist's opinion that "the man
would quit, go rictme to Britain
who dies rich, dies disgraced!"
for a gentleman's education and
And so by the end of his life
then spend the rest of his life
here, Carnegie had given back
doing genteel, altruistic work
to his adopted country over 90
of some sort. As things turned
per cent of his vast fortune.
out, he worked — and made
Displaying a lifelong love of the
masses of money—for another
knowledge to be found in books
generation.
and the schooling he had never
"The greediest little gentleenjoyed, he endowed some 3,000
man ever created" was the waylibraries el across the country.
cne writer described him. In
,•' • •
general, though, he was liked
CARNEGIE helped scientists,
by both his employes and his
businessmen, artists. His gencompetitors. And people all
Andrew Carnogio
erosity provided the start for
around the world were benefitsuch institutions as Carnegie
ting from his charity.
ity."
1 Of course,
Hall, the Carnegie Institute, the
the Scotsman
Young Andrew would have
Carnegie Epslowment for Inter-"
agreed heartily. Born into dire I wouldn't have been able to
national Peace.
poverty, in his boyhood he spend a fraction of his money
They still are active in the thought money would answer on himself, anyway. In 1897 the
quest for a better America and all problems. In his old age, he Carnegie Steel Co., for instance,
a better world. Recently, for had concluded that money can made $7 million; by 1900, $40
example, the Carnegie Com- be an evil influence so he gave million—and without taxes!
mission on Higher Education most of it away to do good.
In 1901 Carnegie agreed to
drafted a blueprint for a $13
• • •
sell 'his steel plants to J. P.
billion program to aid students,
LIKE young Tom Edison, Car- Mcrgan. Carnegie asked, and
subsidize colleges and expand negie was fascinated by rail- got, $492 million
for them. He
medical education. It told Con- road telegraphy, and this led was without doubt
the wealthgress: "What the American na- to his becoming an aide to a iest 'individual
of his time, and
tion now needs from higher Pennsylvania Railroad mana- his wealth
continues to enrich
,Ielucation can be summed up in ger. The railroading led to htis men's lives
a half-century since
two ,words: quality and equal= becoming interested in iron -his passing.

Purchase Area
Hog Market

Hospital Report

Henry McKenzie
Featured Speaker
At Merit Convention

ADULTS 106
Federal State Market News NEWBORN 5
Service, Monday, July 28, 1969 JULY 25, 1969
A former member of the
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
faculty of General Motors
ADMISSIONS
Market Report Includes 8 BuyInstitute of Technology at Flint,
ing Stations.
Michigan, will be the featured
Mrs. Euva Carraway 8,1 Baby speaker
Receipts 1400 Head, Barrows
during the 142nd Merit
and Gilts Fully 25e Lower, Sows, Girl, Rte. 2, Murray; Mrs. Allie Clothing Company sales
Boggess, 415 S. 10th St., Murray; convention
Steady.
Monday through
US 2-3 200-240 lbs $25.25_25.75; Mrs, Betty Buckingham, 1747 Wednesday.
Henry Mclaenaits getireck
Magnolia, Murray; Mrs. Nell
US 24 190-240
US 2-4 230-260 lbs $24.25-24.75; Cloys (A. B.) , Rte. 1, Murray; former member of, the.,.,0,14
PS 3-4 250-280 lbs $23.75-24.25; Mrs. Zella McNutt, 526 S. 7th Institute, will address the Merit
sales
St., Murray; Mrs. Jeanette King, visitingstaff, company officials,
SOWS:
retailers and other ales
405
S. 6th St., Murray; Master convention guests at the Merit
US 1-2 270-350 lbs $21.00-22.00;
US 1-3 300-550 lbs $20.25-21.00; David Ellis, Almo; Mrs. Bertie Convention Hall Monday
US 2-3 450-660 las $19.50-20.25. Dunn, Rte. 1 Hazel; Glen Ash- evening,July 28th.
A notad industrial lecturer
eraft,—I05 N. 16th St., Murray;
Toy Brandon, Rte, 1, Hazel; Baby who now makes his home near
FEW BENEFIT
Girl Pisa, 1415 W. Main St., Mur- Murray, McKenzie has a broad
educational background in
WASHINGTON (UP0 — A Tex- ray:
industrial personnel training.
as advisory group to the U. S.
He is a native of Scotland and
Civil Rights Commission says
his education includes studies at
DISMISSALS
only one of 10 poor families
Blackburn University Academy,
in the state are benefitting
Mrs. Angela Burkeen & Baby Monmouth College, Presbyterian
from federal food programs.
Boy, Rte, 2, Murray; Mrs, Myrtle Theological Seminary,
The group said Texas contriWashington University, Columbia
Puckett,
Star Route, Mayfield; University and Princeto
butes no money to either the
n
Mrs.
Nelda
Wiggins,
Rte,
2, Mur- University.
food stamp or commodity disray;
Mrs. Bertie Dunn, Rte. 1,
He joined the faculty of'
tribution programs. It said more
than 100 of Texas 254 counties Hazel; John Hart, Rte. 1, Pur- General Motors Institute of
Technology in 1948 and has
have no food programs and 26 year, Tennessee:
traveled throughout the United
per cent of the state's populaStates and Canada in the interest
tion is considered poor comof sales programs and personnel
pared with 15 per cent nationThe English language is the training courses.
wide.,-....
In addition, McKenzie has
richest ...in the world, with
taught in the various departments
800,000 words.
of the 3,000 -student
Technological Institute
Nonresident fishermen paid
sponsored by General Motors
more than $100,000 in 196
Corporation.
to fish Nebraska waters.
The eyes of the pronghorn
Glue produced by barnacles
* * *
antelope protrude from the sides has twice the strength of
any
of its head so it can scan a commerical glue now on
Kentucky has more than
thewide area without moving its market, says the National
2,000 active coal maws,
Geo'head.
graphic.
- J.

l

-

A GENUINE MOON— r and Mrs.
f un rer stand
by their rare vehicle, a 1926 Moon, in Carlstadt. N.J. There
are only 30 known Moons surviving. This is a six-cylinder,
60hp four-door sedan. Moons were manufactured 1905-1930.

BILBREYS WAREHOUSE FIRE SALE
Starts Thursday, Morning, July 31
O'clock

• ALL NEW
Refrigerators
Freezers
Ranges
Washers

Early)
Ae OLIANCES
re

Dryers
Dishwashers
Disposals

Built-Ins
Hoods
Surface Units
Ovens

Some Like New - Were la Cartons
SMOKE DAMAGE ONLY-SAVE! SAVE! ON THIS ONCE Ittl_UFETIME SALE
,'
melts is shown
`'` coming
•
'out itrWii—fiti0 iferv back (NW Zing
'
It Souni
tiitamtina*?*
*rest atter the interior of the building was ffsatrnyeel by fire July 6
at eight o'clock.
The Murray Plea Dopartment was colialftO tho rens and was en duty than,
until 10:10
sun. Barter Illbegy, owner of the building, said It
was usod as. warohouso for the
molar
agiallences eq 1111brey's Car it Home Supply,

81

— -

.

-nrrii

—.ItIttrYttItte'olid
fict,11WAMIttliiiiiiir--tti
AT 4TH & SYCAMORE
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Finland Had
3 Languages
HELSINKI

(UPI)

-

JULY 28, 1969

PAGE BEV

Swedish was dropped in 1914: ()wily four of the 29 Prel4
and reinstated in 1917, whin. dents who were fathers had no
boys - McKinley, W
Russian was dropped.
•I Truman and Lyndon Johnson.

In

By Thurman Sensing
EXECUTIYE VICE PRESIDENT

Southern States Industrial Council

SENSATIONAL OFFER!

meats in the Department of Health, Education and Welfare seem
satisfied that the policy statemeIn the 15 years since the U. S. nt doesn't change
anything sign'
Supreme Court handed down its ificantly.
controversial derision in the schActually, the meaning of the
ool cases, public education in ma- policy won't be known until deny parts of the nation has suffered cisions have been made regardparts of the nation has suffered ing specific school situations.
School patrons can only hope
severely. The courts and other
for - and would do well to defederal agencies have largely
clare their support for - abolilost sight of the objective for
tion of arbitrary dates and systwhich schools are built - to
ems.
impart an education, that is In their drive to compel assoc- The country, and the nation's
school children, need relieffrom
iation across racial lines and to
obtain political benefits there- political and judicial management of public schools. School trusfrom. The need today, therefore,
tees cannot efficiently adminis a rededication to the goal of
ister school tax funds if they
education and an end to playing
have to spend all their time
politics with children.
trying to meet complex formulas
One of the most hurtful develdevised by HEW officials. Prinopments in the continuing school
crisis of the last 15 years was cipals and teachers cannot give
NIXONS TO SEE FIRST LADIES- Above are four of the five
the Johnson administration's de- direction and instruction to stuworld's first ladies who will meet President and Mrs. Nixon
dent
bodies
if
classes cannot be
cision to issue so-called guideduring the Americans' tour of Asia and Romania. They are
lines. These prescribed the rate structured in such a way as to
(clockwise from top left) Mrs. Ymelda Romualdez-Marcos
place
students
according
to
their
and methods by which Southern
of the Philippines; Queen Sirikit of Thailand: Mrs. Indira
school districts were to alter ability.
Gandhi of India, and Mme. Siti Hartinah Suharto of IndoThe
federal
government
actuatheir student bodies. No connesia. The Nixons have met them previously, but not a'
lly is hurting a child if it pushes
sideration was given by the Johnfifth, Mrs. Yahya Khan, wife of the President of Pakistan.
him into a particular classroom
son administration to the wishes
Like all Moslem wives, she does not appear in public.
simply to car ry out a sociological of parents and students or to
their needs for specific types of
experiment or to respond to the
schooling. Everything was subdogmatic demands of militants.
ordinated to the demands of polIrrespective of race, creed or of the poorly prepared teacher, 'Happy' Is Back
itics.
color, a child in a public school with limited cultural developmeFRANKFORT, Kr. (UPI)nt, who is assigned to a class
Doctrinaire liberals in both needs
and deserves a good edFormer Gov. "Happy 'Chandler
parties insisted that the. Nixon
where
advanced
12th
graders
ucation. Washington is in no poshas returned to the Kentucky
administration order a general
ition to determine the best school from cultural advantaged homes capital -- as a
restaurant operaextension of the guidelines. A
can
correct
teacher's
their
pro- or best classroom - for a stutor. He lost the gubernatorial
controversy raged' both in and
nounciation
and
interpretat
of
ion
dent to attend and study in.School
primary in 1968 and returned
out of the administration, and a
lesson material?
authorities need wide latitude
recently to open Lum.'s.
new policy statement has been
in placing children, and should
If the nation wants to promote
released.
be tree to make judgments on
The practical significance of
the basis of a youngster's cul- genuine education, therefore, it
the new policy statement is still
tural background and ability to will continue to build pressure
The mid-Atlantic British coil
unclear. Administration spokes'
on the Washington level for a
achieve.
men stated their opposition to
relaxation Qf HEW's guidelines. ony of Bermuda is sometimes
If a child who is a slow learnknown as "Honeymoon Island."arbitrary dates and systems,"
er is placed in a class with a The ultimate objective-should be
but added that school districts
dumber of fast learners, he may to embrace the principle of freewould be held to deadlines except
become unhappy and fall behind. dom of choice in schooling and
where there were "bona tide edAnd, of course, vice versa. The development of curriculum "trucational and administrative prSupreme Court in 1954 said that acks" that will allow different
oblems."
educational paths for students
It is hard for the ordinary separate schools could not be of different abilities,
tolerated because they resulted
citizen and parent to make sense
In psychological damage to the
Federal coercion certainly has
of this statement. Sen. Strom
youngsters. After 15 years, sch- no place in an effective
Thurmond (R-SC) has said it is
educatool authorities can properly as- ional system. The
an improvement, though it fails
federal goversert that merging of schools, nment has the
power to enforce
short of his desire for a "true
simply for the sake of abstract Its rulings of
course, but it should
freedom of choice plan." Libesocial conceptions, causes even never forget that in
rals such as Mrs: Martin Luther
doing so it
more serious damage to a young- may very well drag the whole
King, Jr. condemned the new
ster's development. And what nation down to a lower level.
guideline statement. LiberaLaie-
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Alaska Oil Finds May Dwarf Gold Strike

by Ernie Busluniller

By RAYMOND WILCOVE
Central Press Association
Correspondent
PRUDHOE BAY, Alaska --''Black gold" in the frozen
Alaska's
wastes
Arctic
of
coast has been discovered in
such immense quantities that
It may change social, economic
and political values throughout
the world.
A dozen petroleum companies
are feverishly pouring millions
into exploration and development work In an isihospitable
climate where the teMperritiffi
falls to 75 degrees below zero
Fahrenheit and where the Sun
does not shine for two months
of the year.
The discoveries on Alaska's
North Slope have been hailed
as the greatest on the North
American continent. No one
knows how vast the oil fields
may be under the frozen tundra, with estimates ranging as
high as 50 billion barrels or
more. Geologists say there appears to be an underground
lake of petroleum about 38
miles long and perhaps 14 miles
wide.
• • •
THE FAMED East Texas
strike of almost four decades
ago uncovered a pool of only
five billion barrels. While the
Alaskan discovery does • not
;...ompare yet with the estimated
300 'billion barrel reserves of
the Near East, it is sufficiently
large to raise the strong possibility that in the next decade
U.S. dependence on that oil
may be sharply diminished. The
political, social and economic
ref)ercussions of this could be
tremendous.
Among major oil companies
involvEd in the Prudhoe Bay
area are the Atlantic Richfield
Co., the Humble Oil & Refining
Co., Pan American Petroleum
Corp., the British Petroleum
Corp., Standard Oil Co. of
California, Texaco, Newrnont
Oil Co., Colorado Oil and Gas,
Home Oil, Alaska-McCulloch
Oil, General American Oil Co.
of Texas, and Hamilton Brothers Oil Co. of Denver.
• • •

OKAY, I
WON'T DO IT
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of

the
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rush

( FROM NOW ON rLL
EAR MY SKIS

1962 FORD
Call 753-12
1710 Miller

Abbie 'N Slats
YE TELL ME Ti-n5 CITY
FELLER WANTS ANOTA/ER
ONE 0' MY ROCKERS,
SLATS 7'7

by R. Van Buren

HE CALLED UP FROM THt"
CITY, OLD- TIMER
AND
SAYS THERE'S FIVE
BUCKS IN THE MAIL

rTHOSE YOKELS ARE AS
EASY To SHILL AS A
NEW-BORN BABE

fi

FOR YOU.

BY DAY,
cottages at
One on la
2417.
TWO - BE
furnished.
allowed. 4C
Murray, Pb
HOUSE TR
ed, electri
8231.
AIR - CO
home on
University.
Call 753-12

This Atlantic Richfield air view photo shows the Lake
State No. I well being drilled on Alaska's North Slope
lect several hundred million
dollars from the sale of leases
alcne. Oil royalties to the state
may add another $140 million a
year if oil production reaches
one million barrels a day.
Huinble Oil is already planning on the flow of two million
barrels a day by 1980, sufficient to take care of the entire
oil consumption of the United.
States west of the Rockies or
New England, New York and
New Jersey combined.

• INDICATIVE also of the bon_
anza that the oil companies feel
they have found is the fact that
plans are underway to spend
$900 million for an 800-mile
COMPARED to the new 'oil pipeline from the North Slope
find, the gold, rush in Alaska to the south-central Alaskan
was peanuts. During the peak seacoast.
years
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hunting an
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A .pipeline may also be con-

across the top of the world. A
railroad may also be built from
the North -Slope to the south.
• • .•
ALL the methods are under
consideration and all four may
eventually be used. From the
investment being poured into
the oil strike, it is apparent
that the petroleum companies
are confident they can lick the
problems of the difficult land
in which they are operating.
The do.zen companies that
are probing the frozen tundra
are drilling upwards of J4
holes. Each costs fl-pm $1 to
$4 million. Operations continue
around the clock with more
than 1,000 men working on the
North Slope.
The oil strike has caused one
of the largest commercial airlifts in aviation - history, with

-Inami411111446412S..ana„
ilasuies --the
Mrt
£Th&.
'2i
carry tite oft to east- staMly‘to'Arie A MLR Mtn tair4173"niltlion-In itur was evened Ca/1MM
AnchArage.
binke
and
ern' Matitets. A third method'
in Alaska.
Indicative of the potential oil for transporting the oil may be
Not tco many years ago the
wealth in the frozen north is with the use of giant tankers land on. the North Slope was
the fact that the state may col. through the Northwest Passage virtually worthless!
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Sell 714M
Mit

REAL ESTATE POR 8311JI
REDUCED by owner: Threebedroom brick on Keeneland
Drive with lots of extras. Owner must move. Priced to sell.
Phone 753-7424 for information.

INE
NOTICE

NOTICE

GOSPEL MEETING
July 27-August 2.3:00 & 7:45 p.m.

COLDWATER
CHURCH OF CHRIST
LYNN ANDERSON
Evangelist
YOU ARE INVITED
ELECTROLUX SALES & Service, Box 213 Murray, Ky., C.
M. Sanders. Phone 382-3178,
Lynnville, Ky.
August-12.0

1

NEW
Wind Insurance
Now Available on

AUTOS FOR SALE

Tobacco

GOOD USED CARS
call
1989 OPEL Cadet station waThe Murray
gon. Real low mileage, rack on
top.
Insurance Agency
1969 BUICK Wildcat, 4-door
753-4751
hardtop. Factory air and all
power. Gold with beige roof.
1968 BUICK LaSabre 4-door secian. Air and all power. Blue
with black vinyl roof.
1968 PONTIAC Catalina 4-door
hardtop with air and all power
Dark green with black vinyl
N. Jobs to Snsalf or Large
roof.
to be Appreciated
1967 CHRYSLER New Yorker
Free Estimates
4 door hardtop. Factory air and
Contact:
all power. Blue with black vinyl
roof.
1967 PONTIAC Tempest custom 326 motor, 2 door hardtop
Local car, real low mileage.
1986 CHRYSLER New Port, 4 llehreen 840 a. m. and
door sedan. Cream color with I
5:09
es.
black interior. Factory air and
all power, real low mileage.
1986 OLDSMOBILE Delta 88
two door hardtop. Automatic
with tinted glass and double
power.
1966 PLYMOUTH 4 door sedan.
Automatic, power, local one
owner car.
1965 OLDSMOBILE 88 four
door hardtop. Dark blue with
factory air and double power.
New tires.
1964 PONTIAC Bonneville, blue
with black vinyl roof. rectory
air and all power. Local car.
1984 FORD Fairlane station wagon, V-8 automatic.
1963 FORD Galaxie 500, four
door sedan.
1981 FORD station wagon. Real
good mechanically.
Telephone:
1963 CHEVROLET Impala 4
753-4776 or 753-5531
door sedan. Six cylinder, auto3-28-C
matic, local car.

BLACK TOP PAVING
A. Z. FARLEY
Phone 753-5502

Schulz

RIVER BOTTOM
WOODS DIRT

Yards Graded
w' Septic Tanks
Installed.- .-..-

hmiller

TOY LEE BARNE1T

1981 BUICK Special VA four
door sedan. Power steering, automatic tranemission.
WE ALSO have a few good
hunting and fishing cars.
CAIN AND TAYLOR Gulf Station, Corner of 6th and Main.
J-23-C

nit Pint);
PESTS

ROACHES
Carry Germs
SPIDERS
Are Poison
TERMITES
Eat Your Home

FOR RENT

I Buren
5

BY DAY, week or month, two
cottages at Pine Bluff Shores.
One on lake front. Call 4362417.
3-23C
TWO - BEDROOM apartment,
furnished. No children, no pets
allowed. 408 South 8th St.,
Murray, Phone 753-3369. J-28-P
HOUSE TRAILER, air-conditioned, electric heat. Phone 7536231.
J-31-C
AIR - CONDITIONED mobile
home on shady lot. Close to
University. $75.00 per month.
Call 753-1203 or 753-1790.
J-29-C
NEW TWO-BEDROOM duplex.
Air, range refrigerator and garbage din:wooed. Adults only.
Phone 753-5283.
J-29-C

Locally owned and operated for 20 years. We can be
reached 24 hours a day.
Call Today Per FREE
Inspection
Plume 753-3914
Member Chamber of
Commerce and Builders
Associahon. LCP-198

KELLY'S PEST
CONTROL
Phone 752-3914
Located 1411 Se, INA O.
H-M-15C

I AM LOOKING
for a

PARTICULAR TYPE OF MAN
11t

Pea SALMI
NEED NEW ROOF-but abort
of money, apply Hy-Klas fibrat.
ed asphalt aluminum. An arum
lag coating that seals holm,
prevents moisture from getting
through. Reflects 80% of sun's
rays and reduces temperature
by 15 degrees. Serves as insulation. Do the Job for only
3 cents a square foot. Ask
about special 20 gallon drum
price at Hughes Paint Store.
August-25-C
UNCLAIMED FREIGHT. Eight
new zigzag sewing machines.
20 year guarantee. These machines make button holes, sew
on buttons, monograms, mends
and darns, bind hems, embroideries and makes fancy creative
designs. These nationally advertised machines will be sold
at a fraction of original value.
Now priced at only 532.22 full
price or terms arranged. For
free home trial call Paducah
collect 442-8505.
J-28-C
LATE MODEL Singer sig-sag
sewing machines in desk cabinet. Makes buttonholes, mends,
darns, embroideries, sews on
buttons and makes fancy designs. Needs no attachments,
10 year guarantee. Full price
only $52.43 or terms of $5.50
per month. For free home trial
call Paducah collect 442-8805.
3-2B-C
DEL REY Camper. Fits 3/4-ton
truck. Practically new. Reasonable. Call 435-4482.
3-29-C
14' FIBERGLASS run-about
with 40 HP motor and trailer.
Phone 435-4745.
A-1-C
WATERPROOF steel tool box
for pick-up. 9' x 10' tent, like
new. Cold drink chest type cooler. Phone 753-8119 from 7:00
a. in. to 5:00 p. m.
3-29-P
ANTIQUES, gifts and old books.
Fifty per cent off during our
4 16th. annual sale. Large assortment. The Pioneer House, Paris,
Tennessee, US Highway 79
South.
A-1-C
KING SIZE bed and maple head
board, $135.00. Also solid oak
5-piece Spanish dining room
suite, $123.00. Phone 753-8420.
3-31-P
15 OR 16 PIGS. Phone 489-3252
.1964 PONTIAC Tempest station wagon, adding machine,
small office or study desk.
Phone 753-8407.
3-28-C
USED TV's, 'table models and
consoles. Your choice, $4935.
Several to choose from. Leach's
Music and TV, Dixieland Shopping Center. Phone 753-7575.
3-31-C
POUCE trained Germs' Shepherd. Phone 753-8633.
3-28-C

1982 FORD pickup, extra sharp.
Call 753-1219 or can be seen at
1710 Miller.
J-29-C
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One who will take an interest in our business. Personality. sales experience or management experience necessary. You must be between 25 and 55 years of age.
You must own a late model automobile and be willing to
call on recommended and selected peoples If you qualify,
you will earn a minimum of $1000.00 a month. I will advance you 'further as you make 4wogreau.-mo-4,----Call 753-5986 Ext. 102 Only Sunday 11 p.m. to 10 p.m.,
Monday a.m. to 10 a.m. or II p.m. to 10 p.m.
j211c

PUPPY Sale-AEC German
Shepherds, Irish Setters, Labarador Retrievers, champion sired Poodles. Whatever you want,
I can get. Kayne Kennels 753.
7664.
3-28-C
1968 HONDA 350 Scrambler.
Phone 489-3603.
1TC
DON'T merely brighten carpets . . Blue Lustre them . . .
no rapid reboiling. Rent shampooer $1. Western Auto Store,
Home of "The Wishing Well".
3-30-C
THE amazing Blue Lustre will
leave your upholstery beautifully soft and clean. Rent electric shampooer $1. Big K. A-2-C
PHILCO 8,500 BTU air-condi.
tioner, perfect for trailer or
apartment. Phone 753-8468 after 5 p. in.
3-30-C
CELERY dREEN carpet including pad, 9' x 12'. Excellent'
condition, $40.00. Phone 7538363.
3-30-P

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL EST'AT11 FOR SALE

We have this beautiful TH-Level in Kingswood that has
Just about every thing, all carpet and tile, 4-bedrooms,
den, 2 baths, patio, drapes, dishwasher, disposal.
3-bedroom B.V. at 1712 Keenland at $22,000.00. Central
heat and air, carpet, built-ins. Truly worth the money.
In Kingswood, 3-bedrooms,' den, all built-ins, 2 baths, a11
carpet, even patio, has outdoor carpet. You can buy this
nice home for $24,750
Largo New Horne at 1503 Story, Avenue, has carpet, lots
of paneling, all built-ins, large lot, central heat and air.
This house has been reduced to $24,000.00.
One of Murray, most modern 3-bedroom homes on Hermitage Avenue. Lot is 140 x 315. This house has everything you could want in a modern home.
Take a look at this big colonial in Kingswood with the
white fence and large lot This home is one of Murrays
finest end the price will supriee you.
Now 3-bedroom B.V. in Kingswood for the family who
wants a nice home with all carpet and tile, built-ins,
double garage, all the extras Just $24,500.00.
Unique Design is what you will find in Canterbury when
you see this 3-bedroom, formal dining room, 2 baths,
family room, double garage, carpet and tile. Notice the
kitchen cabinets. Only $31,500.00.
Almost completed. This beautifully designed 4-bedroom
in Canterbury Estates. Will make you a delightful home.
4-bedrooms, double garage, fine carpet, formal dining
room, large utility room, double front doors, and one of
the prettiest kitchen and den combination you have ever
seen. Located on Johnson between 17th and 18th Street
South.
At 503 South 7th Streit, we have this 4-bedroom B.V.
full basement with -fire place, built-ins, carpet and tile
and H.W. This house is close to town and the price is
right.
Magnolia Drive in Keenland Is this extra nice 4-bedroom
brick with 2 baths and carpeted. One of the best.
On Kirkwood Drive is this farm 3-bedroom home with
2 baths. Many extras make this a truly deluxe home.
In New Providence, this lovely 7 room brick home with
central heat and air. Carpeted and truly a fine home.
Sha Wa Circle, 3-bedroom brick with central air, double
garage, 2 baths. Price reduced and a real bargain
Beautiful in Kingswood. The Mac Fitts home, 3-bedroom brick. Delightfully different.
Bagwell Manor on Guthrie Drive, a real nice 3-bedroom
brick, $22,000.
New Duplex, 2-bedrooms on each 414it modern and priced right.
208 South 12th, 4-bedroom brick, dining room, garage,
fireplace, 2 baths. Bargain priced.
712 Main Street, lame 15 room frame home. Excellent
condition and good investment property.
Parke Lane Drive, 4-bedroom brick home. Realy worth
the money.
Three-bedroom brick on South 11th, with income apartment. Reasonable.
Near University, 1406 Poplar, 2-bedroom brick with garage and breezeway.
Story Avenue and Shady Lane, new 2•bedroom brick, 2
baths, central heat and air. Bargain.
Meadow Green Acres. Country living near the city. 3bedroom, family room. Really nice and priced right.
Gatesborough Estates, lovely new 3-b•drooni brick. Beautifully decorated and fully carpeted.
1108 Fairlart• Drive in Circaransa, 3-bedroom stone,
garage. Fine location. Moderate price.
Large Frame on Miller. Has apartment upstairs renting
for $120.00 per-ninah Seperate entrance, shady lawn.
307 Elm Street, 3-bedroom frame home on good business
lot.
One mile North on 641, 9 acres and 4-room garage apartment. Good for developing
Old 641 North, 3-bedroom frame with basement. 88,000.
Van Clem Road, nice 2-bedroom frame with garage.
Lynn Grove home on beautiful 1% acre lot.
121 South, 3-bedroom frame -- Nice.
121 South, 2-bedroom frame Reasonable.
Nice Business lot with 50 x 100 garage building.
Fine commercial lots in different parts of town.
Several farms of various sizes.
?Mole Springs Subdivision near Kenlake. Nice large lots.
22 acres edleining Chandler Park. Suitable for developing.
641 North, near Cfloater, 30 acres og.,lieautiful brick
home. On highway.
In Almo, 3-bedroom frame cn 1 acre let, also 2-bedroom
acre lot.
frame on
In Kirksoy, 3acres with madern 7 room brick home
and shop building
We have lots of lake property, several cottages, lakefront and lake view lots Watch for our special on lake
property in Friday's paper
Beautiful home in Canterbury, has 3 bedrooms, central
heat and air, double garage, carpet, and all the extras
you could want.
Buy while under construction and you might be better
satisfied. Look at this new 3-bedroom 2 bath, garage, on
nice lot in Geteborough Estates.
FOR ALL YOUR Real Estate needs come by or call GUY
SPANN REAL ESTATE AGENCY at 518 West Main, National Hotel Building. Business Phone 753-7724. H-me
Phone: Guy Spann, 753-2587; Louise Baker, 753-2409:
Onyx Ray, 753-8919; Gary Young, 753-8109.
3-28-C

SERVICES OFFERED

SANDBLASTING is now being
NIMROD CAMPER. 14' alumiManum Pala-Craft boat and boat done by Murray Sport &
3-31-P
rine,
753-7400.
trailer. Phone 753-6010. J-30-C
CARPET LAYERS. Experienced
SINGER Touch and Sew. Sews carpet layers will do any job
forward and backward, makes no matter how small or large
buttonholes, all fancy stitches. Guarantee all work. For any
All without attachments. Bal- details phone 753-2241. 3-28-P
ance of 586.40 or payment/ of LIGHT HAULING, general re$8.20 a month. Phone 753-6653. pair and odd job work. Phone
3-30-P 4354482.
3-29-C
4-WHEEL drive Jeep. Murray
WILL DO baby sitting and ironSport & Marine, 753-7400.
ing in my home. Phone 7533-28-P 5294.
3-30-C
USED RCA black .and white
A.KC REGISTERED Chihuahua
television, $50.00. Phone 753stud service. Phone 753-4974.
7107.
J-28-C

COUNTRY CLUB
ESTATES
King Size Lots
200 x 300

$3,000
Call 753-8977
m-w-f

NEW DUPLEX west of college
by owner. Two bedrooms, living room, dining-kitchen on
both sides. Also one side has
12' x 25' den, carport, utility
and 25' x 26' patio. Opportunity for rental property, live in
one side and rent the other,
H-1TC
753-8825.
EDNA'S CHOICE
2 WATERFRONT lots at Lakeway Shores. Both with beautiful views.
PINE BLUFF Shores. 150 foot
from water. 2 lots with attractive 2 bedroom home. Priced to
sell.
55 ACRE FARM with 3 bedroom
brick home. Southwest part of
count, well fenced.
-BEAUTIFUL 3 bedroom brick
on Catalina. Loan can be transferred. Nearly new.
ULTRA MODERN 3 bedroom
brick. Appliances built in. Excellent location in Southwest
part of city.
WAYNE WILSON REALTY CO.,
across from post office, Murray,
Kentucky,
Phone
753-3263.
Nite phones: Wayne Wilson,
753-5086; Edna Knight, 7534910; Bill Adams, 753-5657;
Charles McDaniel, 7534805.
1TC
BY OWNER: Three-bedroom
brick home on large lot. All
electric, central air and heat.
laeneland SubdiviAon. Phone
753-7525.
August-8-C
KENTUCKY LAKE Lots for
sale: (100' x 200', 5682); (8S'
170', $495). Central water available, lake access and boat ramp,
$10 down and $10 per month.
Take 121 southeast to New
Concord, then 444 northeast
to Keniana Shores, follow signs.1
Phone 43845320.
August-8-C
BY OWNER: New four-bedroom
brick home with attached garage, two baths, central heat
and air-conditioning, built-in
stove, dishwasher and garbage
disposal, carpet and seamless
floors throughout the house.
Phone 753-4763.
3-29-C
HOUSE FOR SALE to settle
estate. 6-room, 3-bedroom brick
Radiant electric heat, air-conditioned,
hardwood
floors,
drapes, fireplace, attached garage and paved driveway, large
lot, well landscaped, good location on west Olive Extended.
Phone 753-2214.
August-8-C
U.S. motorists drove about
I trillion, 10 billion miles during 1968. equal to more than
_40....million. trips .a.cound the
earth.
* * *

The California Constitution,
with 75,000 words, is the third
longest in the world, after
Louisiana and India.
* * *

The University of Iowa was
the first in the United States
to accept creative work as a
thesis for an advanced degree
in the fine arts.

Dunn Held
To Marshall
Grand Jury
BENTON, Ky., July 25-Hornm• Dunn, 68, charged with the
murder of an 18-year-old McCracken County youth, was bound
over to the grand jury following
a preliminary hearing this morning in Marshall County Court.
Dunn, charged with the slaying of James Richard Green,
Oaks Road, last Saturday, appeared before County Judge Pal
Howard.
A plea of not guilty was entered for Dunn by his attorney,
Joe Grace. Bond was set at $5,000 and the grand jury will meet
in October.
Green was struck by a .22caliber bullet last Saturday
while at the home of T. H.
Knight, who lives next door to
Dunn in the Little Cypress community. He died about 10 minutes after being brought to a
Paducah hospital in the back
seat of an automobile.
A .22-caliber rifle was taken
from the Dunn house by Sheriff
Joe Tom Haltom shortly after
the incident. The sheriff said
Dunn denied from the outset
that he had -anything to do with
the slaying.
The sheriff earlier said there
had been a long-brewing feud
between the Knights and Dunns
over a property line dispute.
Greerl was shot as he stepped
from the barn in the backyard of
the Knight property. The sheriff
said there had been a party in
progress at the time of the, incident at the Knight house.
He added that at least eight
other persons at the Knight
house at the time of the shooting have been charged with disorderly conduct and public drunkenness.
The first witness called by the
county attorney was Marshall
County Deputy Sheriff Joe B.
Anderson who made the initial
investigation.
Anderson said 15 to 20 people
had gathered at the Knight
home, most of them from McCracken County.
He said he went to the Dunn
home nearby after being told

•'

a.

OLD FRIENDS Both lean on
walking canes as Lady Clementine Spencer-Churchill and
former Premier Robert Men-_ _
zies of' Austrglia- two old
friends -chat in front of a
statue of the late Sir Winstpn Churchill following its
- Westerham,
unveiling in'
England. Lady Clementine
is recovering from injuries
sustained in a fall. Sir Winston and Sir Robert were
cabinet colleagues during
World War II. (Cublephotc)
that shots appeared to have been
fired from that direction. He said
Dunn appeared "to have just
gotten out of bed" when he answered his (Anderson's) call to
come to the door.
Entering the Dunn home, Anderson said he found a rifle and
one shell inside it. He said he
found five spent shells near the
Dunn home.
Anderson said he determined
that a party had been in progress
at the Knight home and that
band instruments, apparently
only recently used, were in the
Knight barn.
On cross-examination, Ander
son said no one claimed to have
seen Dunn shoot the youth. A
garden, with some rows planted
in thick rows of corn, stands between the Dunn and Knight
homes.
Sheriff Haltom, who arrived
later, said one of the shots hit
the barn and three others struck
an automobile. He said he found
three cases of beer in one of the
vehicles parked on the Knight
property.
Answer to Saturday's Puz!le„.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE OM
ACROSS
1-Devoured
4-Greek letter
6-Hand covering
11 Kind of fabric
13-Sweethearts
15 Note of scale
16-Baffling
113•Sparush for
19-French article
21-Dines
22-Foray
'24-Lengthy
26-Parcels of land
28-Mature
29-Enthusiasm
31-Fondles
33-ik state (abbr.)
34-Declared
36-Memorandum
38-Postscript
(abbr )
40-Nobleman
42-Unwanted
plants
45-Once around
track
47-Siamese
natives
49-Entreaty
50-The sweetsop
52-African
antelopes
54-Compass point
55-Prefix: not
56-Guard
S9-River in Italy
61-Group of people
63 Fated
65-Sheets of glass
66-Latin
conianction
67-Before
DOWN
1 Perform
2CIothesmaker
3-Printer'

ODOM 000

muo mono min
Qom= mamma

measure
4-Masculine
6-Shine
7-Unit of
Bulgarian
currency
8-Hebrew
measure
9-A state (abbr.)
10 Naval academy
student
12 Brother of Odin
14 Took one's part
17 Cease
20-Finishes
23-Cooled lava
24-Note of scale
25 Aim
27-Pack away
30-Unruly crowd
32-Walk
35-Monsters
37 Lampreys

BUO MUM
OCIOU MM OBUOIS
QICIMB RaMO
ON UMDEIMM EM
MOM UMUM
00000 00 0000
OM= 000
PUMUMEI WMOIMIUM
U09 MODMO
011Q UMOUBriri
1$
38 Unadorned
39-Petty ruler
41-Force
43-More profound
44-A continent
(abbr )
46-Hebrew letter
48 Undressed kid

51 Twirl
53 Highlander
57 Fish eggs
58 Preposition
60 Poem
62 Symbol for
tantalum
64 Pronoun

MilititillitE1111111111111'°
111111114111111iiiiiii11111111111111
IMINEW11111111111116111111
4ill11110§111111111
1111111111141111111111111M11111111
iii11111111133
40

111111i110111111111611M111111111
11111111M111111111:61111111%
50

111111111111111M1111111i11111
%:$:i11111111111§§iiangiamo
Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, kis.
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BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
GENERAL ELECTRIC laundromat: Corner location in new
shopping center coming to Murray. Excellent returns on re1atively
small
investment
Phone collect Robert E. Humphreys, Jr., Owensboro, Kentucky 684-5253.
3-29-C

;

About three-fourths of Canada's electricity is generated from
hydro-electric power.
* * *•
Turquoise has been used for
centuries by American Indians
in the southwest for making
jewelry.
* * *

_ New prleans is tbe !lotion's
Albuquerque, N.M., is-nick
second leading'port
named the "IIiike
beeaust
it -original* osossoammest„ .. a
Ito-nigh ffiiTle.•'
•
The Louisiana Constitution
*
*
has been amendhl nearly 700
times since it was adopted in
New Mexico became the 47th
1921. .
state in the Union in 1912.

Massachusetts ranks 45th among fhe states in size.
,
Auer: -When 'disturbed, the-electrie • .
eel can discharge a powerful
A-OK The Apollo 11 astronauts took none the worse for moon Wea-r as: thy look froin
current capable of killing frogs
window of their Mobile Quarantine Facility. From left are Nell Armstrong'. Michael Color small fish
lins and Edwin Aldrin. Armstrong and Aldrin were the Moonwalkers.
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Ex-Sailor. Robards Back to Pearl Harbor
By ARMY ARCHERD
Central Press Association
Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD — How did It
seem to Jason Robards to return to Pearl Harbor after 27
years? Robards, starring as Lt.
Can. Waiter C. Short in "Toni'
Tors! Tore!" was a radio operator aboard the U.S.S. Honolulu, a cruiser docked at the
Pearl Harbor base.
"It felt strange," he said,
"but
things really
haven't
changed much—except for the
big, new Navy supply building,
everything seems the same.
"Ford Island (where the battiewagons used to anchor in
'Battleship Row') has changed
very little, except maybe the
trees and bushes which might
be taller. So I guess it's a good
thing that the studio made this
film—so they can show things
as they were,"
The studio (20th-Fox) will
indeed show things as they
were. The most incredible reActor Jason Robards as
staging of the bombing of Pearl
Lt. Gen. Walter C. Short.
Harbor was created and filmed
for "Tom."
leisurely time getting dressed
• e •
so we could have breakfast.
THE FILM also marked Ro- Just then we heard the muffled
bards' return to 20th where he 'booms' from the blasts across
last toiled in a different make- the Pearl Harbor channel. They
up—with scaf—to portray Al seemed quite distant but soundCapone in "St. Valentine's Day ed very real.
Massacre." Since that film he's
"Many of us rushed topside
also appeared in "Isadore," to see what the racket was.
At
"Once Upon a Time in the this time our p.a. system startWest," and "The Ballad of Ca- ed 'Air Raid! This is no drill!
ble Hogue." He also returned Air Raid! This is no drill!' This
to Broadway (and Boston) with was followed by the sounding
the play, "We Bombed in New of General Quarters."
• a e
Haven."
Robards recalled the Dec. 7
"FOR a few moments there
morning for us and the cast was hell on board, with guys
and crew of "Tora" who had grabbing their clothes,
and
watched the studio's recreate, whatever gear they could
get
version.
their hands on. Guys running
"It was about eight o'clock in In what seemed to be aimless
the -morning," Jason said, "and directions," Jason recalled,
most of us were just getting
"Eventually, from all this
up down below, taking our disorder and
confusion our gun

crews got to their stations. I
got over to the radio shack and
the communications center as
fast as I could."
According to records, it was
about 10 minutes before the
Honolulu's gun crews got into
action. By this time, the U.S.S.
Arizona was well on its way
to Pearl Harbor's bottom, the
Oklahoma was listing heavily
to port and the decks of the
Virginia and California were
almost awash.
"It was all fire and smoke
with the black smoke from the
burning oil so thick that those
on the crew who were on deck
couldn't see very much over in
'Battleship Row'," Robards admits.
• • •
UNFORTUNATELY while an
attempt was made by crew
members of the Honolulu to
cast off and sortie, a Japanese
dive bomber zoomed in on the
cruiser. A bomb blasted into a
concrete pier on the ship's port
side, warping her bulkheads.
"There was a lull in the attack
after this," he reported. "Then
came the second wave."
This time the Honolulu's guns
did not participate in the defensive assault. When the order
to sortie had been given, someone not only chopped the cast-.
ing lines— but also power lines
to the cruiser's plant. Thus, the
guns could not be fired.
"The attack ended quickly,"
Robards, said, "but while it
lasted it seemed an eternity."
He remained in the Navy
through the Battle of the Leyte
Gulf when he (still a radio operator) was aboard the torpedoed cruiser Nashvilk.
After the war, he followed
his father's footsteps and became an actor. It has been a
successful career for Robards,
although often explosive, but
nothing like Pearl Harbor!
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Recently Formed Community Radio Watch
Affords Added Eyes, Ears for Police
—
By MICHAEL REMAS
Written Especially for Central
Press and This Newspaper
AT A TIME when there is
much talk about apathy toward
"getting involvsd," thousands
of Americans are doing just
that—performing a civic duty
by acting as unheralded "eyes
and ears" for police authorities
in communities across the land.
These thousands are members
of Community Radio Watch, an
organisation formed in December, 1966, byla,CritCago radio set
• .At
manufacturer to encourage twoway radio owners to help authorities maintain law and order. Since then, it has become
the largest plan to encourage
such co-operation.
As a result, these private citizens and private and public
companies who have their vehicles and drivers enrolled in
• CRW, are helping save lives,
protect personal and public
property, and diminish the fast7t7)
rising national crime rate at a
time when most law enforcement agencies are not well
A civilian misicl• operator keeps his eyes open for anyenough staffed to handle the
thing unusual happening as he goes about his daily charm.
extra workload and continue
driver Ronald Cole was drnzing save precious minutes for us
to give top performances.
The CRW program may be through a public park in Ro- the difference between a life
rs IsLY., when fireman. being saved or lost, or a build.
joined by anyone who uses- a
two-way radio. Many members John Terborg lost control of his mg being salvaged or burned to
are citizen-band operator s. car, which plunged into a lake. the ground."
• • •
Thousands of others are drivers Cole notified his dispatcher via
of trucks, buses and taxis radio.
MORE than 100 companies
The dispatcher later called subscribe to the program
equipped with radio-dispktched
in
units. Many private and public police and fire departments, Rochester, with more than 1,000
who mailed to the scene. Since radios—a thousand extisi pairs
firms are enrolled.
tBere were no telephones in the of eyes and ears for a
• • •
police
park, Cole's sadio enabled him force of 600 men, growing
DRIVERS report any emerto a
to
report
the accident immedi- projected 665.
gencies they encounter on their
ately and to stay at the site
"Community Radio
Watch
regular routes to their own disand lead emergency vehicles to provides a man with
an opporpatchers, who notify police. The
the rescue spot.
tunity to do a civic duty," says
majority of CRW calls are acTheir handling of these "civic Lieutenant Hastings.
"It percidents, fires, blocked roads,
duties" brought both Shillin- mits him to get involved
withdowned wires, traffic congesburg
and
Cole
distinguished out personal injury or danger
tion, and other types of emerservice plaques and $200 U.S. to the welfare of his own
family,
gencies. In crimffial activities,
Savings Bonds from Communi- and most people are
eager to
CRW-participating drivers are
Radio Watch.
help. Law enforcement and pubcautioned only to observe and ty
• • •
lic safety is everybody's job, not
report.'
ROCHESTER, one of the Just that of municipal agencies
."
To illustrate how the program newest cities
to adopt the CRW
That this is becoming acceptworks: In Springfield, Va., three program
, finds it quite profit- ed as fact is indicated by the
prisoners taken to a pm-trial able.
700 cities, many of them with
hearing attacked their guards
"We receive approximately 30 populations above 100,000. who
and sped off with their police calls
a month from CRW mem- have joined the CRW program
vehicle. A trucker, Alva D. Shil- bers," says
Lt. Tom Hast- In its two-year history.
linburg, came upon the scene, ings,
director of Police ComIn sponsoring the program,
and police used his two-way munity
Services at Rochester, the Chicago firm provides packcommercial radio to inform his "many
of them from isolated ets of material to CRW corndispatcher, who called police. areas
where the report might muntties, including instructi
ons
It wasn't long before police sur- have
come in considerably later to dispatchers and drivers, derounded the area and recap- had we
only telephones to de- cals for vehicle windows, and
tured the escapees.
pend on.
quarterly newsletters for police
In another incident, truck
"In many cases, these -slls distribution to CRW members
.

• 129 lb. Freezer Section That Never Needs Defrosting
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Frigidaire BIG 20
Side-by-Side Giant!
7.05 Cu.ft. Freezer!
•Special Feature! Add an Automatic Ice Maker now or later.
Replaces the present ice service
in this refrigerator. O FrostProof! You'll never defrost again!
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SPECIAL
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This., happened almost 25
years ago, when even in a libBy W1LLL4M D. LAFFLER eral and carefree city such as
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all-wisite audiences at Nese Or- tirentith • sew td-ir Mac Mitt
leans' Old Absinthe House, It Waters and the other. Negro
was only natural that he stars who followed her at the
should pick Ethel Waters as,his Old Absinthe House were spared any indignities,
starter
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She received a standing ovation and was repeatedly called
back. It was a fine tribute to a
great singer who was one of
the first of her race to.tv14.10-_-_:-.•:!:- .1.• we=
:1-1! • Miss Waters had recorded all
her hit songs years before she
made her memorable appearance in New Orleans.
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Frigidaire Frost-Proof
with "Add-On" Automatic
Ice Maker Now or Later!

FRIGIDAIRE
12-FT. FREEZER
Holds 406 Lbs.

in Special Feature! Add an Automatic Ice Maker now or later.
Replaces present ice service in
this refrigerator. • Frost•Proof
even in 152-1b. size. 4.34 cu. It,
freezer. Never defrost again!
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Frigidaire Upright
Freezer is 100%
Frost-Proof!
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Frigidaire Chest Freezer
Stores up to 525 lbs. Food

1g Frost-Proof! No defrosting ever!
•Room for up to 406 lbs. of
food.•4 fullsodth door shelves
keep frozen foods at your fingertips.
NEVER DEFROST
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Slide-Aside basket organizes
food a Food Divider adapts
space to needs•Counterbalanced lid for easy, onehand opening.
UNLIMITED 5 YR.
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FOOD SPOILAGE WARRANTY

SWITCHABLE
REVERSE A
DOOR MODEL

5 YEAR FOOD
PROTECTION PLAN
-NO EXTRA CHARGE
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ON ROOM AIR CONDITIONERS
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1.0 90 Days Same As Cash
Ethel Waters' first night
performance was a smashing
success. She sang ale songs she
popularized — "Stormy
had
Weather." "Takin' a Chance
on Love," "Dinah," "Heat.
Wave," "Cabin in the MU,"
'1,Arn 1 Blue." and "Memories
of You," among others.
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